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Using the Vienna Development Method (VDM)
To Formalize a Communication Protocol

Abstract: The Vienna Development Method (VDM) is based upon iterative refinement of formal specifications written in the model-oriented specification language, Meta-IV. VDM is also an informal collection of experiences in formal specification within several application domains. This paper provides an example of how VDM might be used in the area of communications, a new domain for VDM.

1. Introduction

The purpose of this document is to serve as an introduction to certain specification techniques and the specification language (Meta-IV) of the Vienna Development Method (VDM) and to further extend the use of VDM by applying it within a new domain. VDM has been applied to the specification of a communication protocol. The protocol is one used for the communication between an inertial navigation system (INS) and an external computer (EC) as defined in [14]. This protocol was chosen because it is a new application area for VDM, and it is an integral part of an existing project at the SEI. The Real-Time Embedded Systems Testbed (REST) Project is implementing the protocol as part of an INS simulator system that is being developed to investigate the use of Ada for embedded systems.

The formal specification is expressed using the specification language Meta-IV of VDM [2]. Knowledge of the specification language is not a prerequisite for reading this document, as we will introduce all the necessary parts of the language in a subsequent section.

Chapter 2 provides an introduction to communication protocols and VDM. It contains a brief overview of the protocol defined in [14] and introduces the central ideas of VDM. The formalization of key concepts in the protocol is discussed. The formal specification is introduced by presenting the necessary parts of Meta-IV, providing examples of the use of Meta-IV, and describing particular techniques and conventions used in the specification.

Chapters 3 through 7 contain the formal specification itself. The model consists of type equations that define the objects to be used in describing the communication protocol, and functions that formalize the protocol by operating on those objects.

Chapter 8 summarizes the area of formal specification of communication protocols and relates our work to previous work in the area. The document closes with Chapter 9, suggesting ideas for future work.
2. Communication Protocols and VDM

2.1. Communication Protocols
A communication protocol is defined in [15] as:

1. **Data communication.** A formal set of conventions governing the format and relative timing of message exchange between two communications terminals.

2. **Software.** (A) A set of conventions or rules that govern the interaction of processes or applications within a computer system or network. (B) A set of rules that govern the operation of functional units to achieve communication.

3. **Station control and data acquisition.** A strict procedure required to initiate and maintain communication.

The specific communication protocol described in [14] defines rules for communication between an inertial navigation system (INS) and an external computer (EC). The INS receives information from a number of sensors that record data about a ship and, using that data, determines its current velocity and position. The protocol dictates the procedures, periodicity, and format for sending data to an EC. It defines how to establish communication when requested by the EC and how messages are transferred. It defines what each of the two computers must do in case of detected errors (receiving "wrong" input from the other computer). Finally, it defines how the EC can terminate communication.

As specified in [14], communications are performed over a 16-bit interface. In addition, each sixteen bit quantity is either an external function (EF) or data. The EF codes are used to control the communication protocol and to delimit messages. The code identifiers and their functions are listed in Table 2-1. Note that not all the EF codes defined in [14] are used in the INS simulator system. Consequently, the specification limits itself to those in Table 2-1.

The full range of message types and formats is defined in [14]. The INS simulator application uses only some of these message types. The message types that may be transmitted to the EC are listed in Table 2-2. The message types that may be received from the EC are listed in Table 2-3.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACK</td>
<td>Acknowledge (i.e., received a valid message)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATTN1</td>
<td>Indicate a time-out condition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATTN2</td>
<td>Enable communications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATTN4</td>
<td>Disable communications (sent by EC only)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EOM</td>
<td>End of message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAK</td>
<td>Not-Acknowledge (i.e., received an incomplete or invalid message)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRTR</td>
<td>Not ready to receive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTR</td>
<td>Ready to receive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOTM</td>
<td>Start of test message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOM</td>
<td>Start of message</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2-1:** External Function (EF) Codes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Message Type</th>
<th>Message Contents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test Message</td>
<td>Contains a fixed pattern to allow checking of communications.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time and Status Data Message</td>
<td>Contains fields for the time-of-day and various status codes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude Data Periodic Message</td>
<td>Contains various fields of numerical data pertaining to the (simulated) ship motion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation Data Periodic Message</td>
<td>Contains fields of numerical data pertaining to the (simulated) ship motion.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2-2:** Messages to EC
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Message Type</th>
<th>Message Contents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test Message</td>
<td>Contains a fixed pattern to allow checking of communications.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Select Data Message</td>
<td>Contains fields to select/deselect the periodic messages that may be sent from the INS.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2-3:** Messages from EC

### 2.2. Formal Specification Using VDM

VDM is a formal, mathematically oriented method for specification of systems and development of software. In general, formal specification languages fall into two classes: algebraic languages and model-oriented languages. VDM is a model-based method. Its main idea is that of giving descriptions of software systems and other systems as models. Models are specified as objects and operations on objects, where the objects represent input, output, and internal state of the system. Classes of objects are explicitly defined as so-called "domains," which are like types in a programming language. Model-based methods differ from algebraic and other formal methods in that they explicitly define the types of objects of concern and utilize primitive, predefined operations in defining higher-level operations.

VDM encourages layered, top-down development of systems, based on use of abstraction at the uppermost levels of system description (see [16]).

In this document, we do not explore the stepwise refinement aspects of VDM. Our model constitutes only a requirements specification that may be used as a starting point for implementation.

At the highest level, a specification is typically given as a rather abstract model. The objects do not capture details of representation; they are restricted to capturing only properties necessary for expressing the essential concepts of the operation of the intended software system.

Within a number of specific application areas, such as programming language semantics [3], compiler construction [20], and data bases [4], standard VDM models and guidelines for development exist.

Meta-IV, which is the specification language of VDM, is used for expressing the models [2]. The models are defined using a number of type definitions (for the objects) and function definitions (for the operations). This is different from the algebraic approach to specification, where the models (algebras) are implicitly defined by the properties captured in the axioms of the algebraic specifications.
Meta-IV is aimed at supporting abstraction in writing specifications. Abstraction is obtained through mathematical concepts, such as sets and functions, rather than through the mechanisms offered by any particular implementation language. The abstraction provided by Meta-IV is not oriented toward any particular application area, but rather offers a set of mathematically based primitives that allow the construction of application-specific models.

When using VDM, an abstract model traditionally contains the following components:

- **Semantic domains.** Types that define the objects to be operated on.

- **Invariants.** Functions that limit the set of objects defined by the semantic domains by defining a set of conditions (Boolean functions).

- **Syntactic domains.** Types that define a "language" in which to express commands for manipulating the objects defined by the semantic domains.

- **Well-formedness conditions.** Functions that define when the commands (defined by the syntactic domains) have a well-defined effect.

- **Semantic functions.** Functions that define the effect of commands on the objects defined by the semantic domains.

### 2.3. Formalization of the Communication Protocol

#### 2.3.1. An Outline of the Basic Approach Used

Communication protocols are not one of the areas for which well-established VDM models or guidelines exist. Mechanisms for specifying communication protocols using other techniques exist. Probably the most well-established technique is the use of some form of a state machine. Obviously, one could "mimic" such a state machine using a VDM model, but we would like to represent the protocol at a level that is closer to the original informal documentation, i.e., without identifying "states" of the communicating components but only specifying "the communication itself."

Previously combinations of Meta-IV and Hoare’s CSP [13] have been used to describe systems that involve communication. Our specification uses Meta-IV in its "pure" form without any extensions.

The definition of communication protocols given in Section 2.1 says that a communication protocol is a set of rules or conventions governing information exchange, including the relative timing of information exchanges. We will refer to exchange of information as an "event," and rules related to event ordering and their relative timing can be seen as defining proper sequences (or lists) of such events. The order in which the events occur in the list reflects the order in which they happen. Hence, one way of formalizing a communication protocol is to define all possible event sequences that are defined by the protocol. This is similar to
formalizing the static semantics of a programming language by defining all legal programs that can be written in the language [21]. Obviously, the set of event sequences defined by the protocol (just like the set of all legal programs) is infinite and cannot be defined by simple enumeration. Instead the set is defined by first characterizing the set of all possible event sequences, while ignoring the ordering and timing constraints defined by the rules of the protocol (like defining a context free grammar for a programming language), and then restricting that set through Boolean functions (predicates) that define whether a given list of events is in accordance with the protocol (like defining the context conditions of a programming language).

The conditions expressed by the Boolean functions are to be obeyed by any event sequence of arbitrary length. When looking at each such individual sequence, the rules of the protocol can be divided into two groups: one expressing whether each event in the sequence occurs in the right context (defined by events preceding the one in question); and a second expressing whether the sequence is complete, meaning that no additional events are required to happen.

Some of the specific problems associated with formalizing the communication protocol are that a communication channel is generally not error-free, and the formal specification must be able to capture that the information sent from one component in the system is not necessarily identical to that received by the other component. The communication protocol describes how to detect and handle certain errors. The communication protocol also includes time constraints on the behavior of the components. Hence, the notion of "time" must be part of the model. Moreover, the system defined by the communication protocol does not exist in isolation. It has an environment that affects and is affected by the communication. For this particular protocol, the environment includes (at least) the operators of the INS and the EC.

2.3.2. Modeling Communication Errors

The protocol as defined in [14] prescribes the correct communication behavior of the INS and the EC, but this includes specifying the behavior of the INS in cases where it receives messages that are "out of sequence," for example, due to errors on the communication line or incorrect behavior of the EC.

The fact that the messages received are not necessarily those sent (due to possible transmission errors) means that the transfer of a message may be seen differently by the INS and the EC. These two "perspectives" on the events lead to the introduction of two sequences of events: one for events as seen at the INS (e.g., sending to or receiving from the EC), and a similar one for events as seen at the EC. Such a model is appealing because the correctness of the behavior of the INS and EC is decided by how each sees the world (not by what the other one actually did; transmission errors may introduce differences). This approach also captures situations where a message is lost by the channel or spontaneously created (seen by the receiver) due to noise on the channel.
From the point of view of the process issuing an event, such an event is either correct or incorrect according to the protocol, given the history (sequence) of previous events (issued as well as received). Received events, however, are either expected or unexpected (but never incorrect, since out-of-sequence events must be reacted to in a manner prescribed by the protocol). Hence, unexpected events capture messages that have been distorted due to errors on the communication line or an incorrect behavior of the issuing component. The relation between correct and expected events is that events that are correct for the issuer (given a particular history) are expected by the receiver (under the same circumstances).

2.3.3. Modeling "Time"
The concept of a process being willing to wait only a certain amount of time (and then "timing-out") for a response (event) is mentioned several times in [14]. One way of formalizing "time-outs" is to associate a time-stamp with each event, and then let conditions that relate to time-outs interrogate that information and let conditions related to other parts of the protocol ignore the timing information.

Time-stamps allow for the specification of correct behavior based upon the relation between time-stamps associated with certain events. A possible alternative is to introduce a timer and perhaps a clock into the formal specification. Explicitly including timers and clocks is a technique sometimes used in formal descriptions of concurrent systems for defining such events [17]. Using a timer leads to the introduction of explicit timer events such as a "start timer" and a "time-out" event. But these events are not described by the protocol; instead, the protocol describes events that are caused by a time-out. Hence, in the context of this communication protocol, introducing such events seems to move the formal description from the problem domain in the direction of a "solution." This led us to use time-stamps in the model.

2.3.4. The Environment and Its Impact on the Model
According to [14], the INS alerts the operator in case certain types of errors are detected. In our model, events such as alerting the operator are called non-communication events, i.e., they do not reflect the transfer of a message between the INS and the EC.

Informally speaking, the initiative to communicate (enable communication, initiate the sending of periodic messages, etc.) belongs to the EC, and [14] does not define what causes the EC to take such initiatives. In reality, however, this does not mean that the EC arbitrarily makes such decisions; rather the EC responds to requests from an operator or potentially another environmental influence. Hence, specific EC-operator non-communications events are introduced into the model to reflect the operator’s requests (like "Enable Communication"). Thus the "arbitrary" decisions become a part of the environment of the system rather than a part of the system itself.
2.3.5. Periodic Message Transfers
The attitude and navigation messages sent from the INS to the EC are "periodic" messages. In [14] this is described by phrases like "It is transmitted every 61.44 ms" (for attitude messages, [14] pg. 8-36), and "This message is transmitted every 983.04 ms" (for navigation messages, [14] pg. 8-24). There are at least three possible interpretations of periodicity:

1. Within each designated time interval, a message of the relevant type must be transmitted exactly once, and the transmission must be completed before the start of the next interval.

2. The messages are transmitted with a fixed time interval elapsed from the start of one such message transfer sequence to the next.

3. Fixed interval for the data component of the transfer.

The first interpretation is the one used in describing certain real-time scheduling algorithms like the rate-monotonic scheduling algorithm [18]. On the other hand, the second or third interpretation should apply if the receiving component (here the EC) in its use of the data relies on receiving data with fixed inter-arrival times. This is, however, not specified in [14].

Moreover, since the transmission of a periodic message consists of a number of lower-level transmissions, namely SOM$_{INS}$ RTR$_{EC}$ <the data>$_{INS}$ EOM$_{INS}$ (subscripts indicating the issuing component) and a first failed transmission will lead to a retransmission, it is not clear from [14] where the periodicity requirement applies.

In our model, interpretation 1 is used with the additional decision that the time requirement applies to the EOM$_{INS}$ that marks the end of the message.¹

2.4. Introduction to the Formal Model
In the first part of this section the basics of Meta-IV are introduced, which include primitive and composite types, type constructors, functions, and expressions. The following section broaches the topic of constructing Meta-IV functions by combining the aforementioned constructs. In addition, several techniques that were employed in this specification that capitalize on domain knowledge to reduce specification complexity will be discussed. Finally a list of the conventions used in this specification will be presented.

2.4.1. The Specification Language
This section defines those parts of Meta-IV that are used in the formal model; for a complete definition of Meta-IV, see [2]. The use of each relevant language construct is illustrated by examples drawn from the formal model presented in Sections 3 to 7.

¹It could be interesting at a later time to see how easily the formal model can be changed to reflect interpretation 2 or 3 instead.
2.4.1.1. Types
Meta-IV offers a number of primitive as well as composite types.

The primitive types used are: natural numbers (N0 and N1), Booleans (BOOL), arbitrary non-decomposable text strings (QUOT), and special simple values (TOKEN). Each of these is characterized in the following.

- **N0 and N1**. The objects are the natural numbers (including and excluding 0). The numeric literals as well as the traditional arithmetic and relational operators are predefined operations.

- **BOOL**. The objects are the Boolean values. The Boolean literals (true and false), and the logical operators \( \land \) (and), \( \lor \) (or), \( \neg \) (not), and \( \supset \) (implication), as well as comparison (= and \( \neq \)), are predefined. The logical operators are *not* commutative. This means that, for example, \( a \land b \) is defined as: if \( a \) then \( b \) else false. The non-commutivity of \( \land \) is utilized in our model, whereas the non-commutivity of \( \lor \) is not.

- **QUOT**. The objects are arbitrary non-decomposable text strings. Being non-decomposable means that no operation exists for extracting parts of such a string; as a matter of fact the only available operations are the literals, which are underlined text strings, and equality (=) and inequality (\( \neq \)). The type QUOT is similar to set types in Pascal or enumeration types in Ada.

- **TOKEN**. The objects are simple values whose representation is not defined. No literals exist for this type. The only predefined operations are equality (=) and inequality (\( \neq \)).

Based on the above primitive types, other (composite) types can be defined. The following composite types are used in the model: sets, tuples, and trees. Each of these is described below.

- Sets of values of another type. The (postfix) type constructor is `-set`, and it defines the new type to consist of all finite sets of elements of the argument type. All elements in a set are different and they are not ordered. The predefined operators for sets include:

  1. Equality and inequality.

  2. Set object constructors: \( \{e_1, e_2, \ldots, e_n\} \) defines a set with \( n \) elements \( e_1 \) to \( e_n \) (provided that all the e’s are different, otherwise the resulting set contains each (different) element exactly once). \( \emptyset \) is the empty set with no elements. \( \{F(i) \mid P(i)\} \) defines a set whose elements are defined by \( F(i) \) for all \( i \) satisfying the predicate \( P(i) \) (a Boolean function); for example, \( \{i^2 \mid 2 \leq i \leq 6\} \) is \( \{4, 9, 16, 25, 36\} \).

  3. Set membership: The operator \( \in \) is defined for each set type. \( e \in s \)
expresses that the element \( e \) belongs to the set \( s \) (the value of the expression \( e \in s \) is true if \( e \) belongs to \( s \), and false otherwise); for example \( 5 \in \{5,2,1\} \). Similarly, \( e \notin s \) is defined as: \( e \) does not belong to \( s \). Hence, for example, \( 5 \notin \{5,2,1\} \) is false.

4. Subset relation: \( s_1 \subset s_2 \) says that \( s_1 \) is a proper subset of \( s_2 \), i.e., all elements of \( s_1 \) are also elements of \( s_2 \), but there is at least one element of \( s_2 \) that is not an element of \( s_1 \); for example, \( \{2,1\} \subset \{1,2,5\} \).

- Tuples (or sequences) of values of another type. The (postfix) type constructor is \( * \), and it defines the new type to consist of all finite sequences of values of the argument type including the empty sequence containing no values.\(^2\) The important characteristic of a tuple is that the elements are ordered, so that one can refer to the \( i \)'th element. The following operations are predefined for tuples:

1. Equality and inequality.

2. Tuple object constructors: \(<e_1,e_2, \ldots ,e_n>\) defines a tuple of length \( n \) with elements \( e_1 \) to \( e_n \). \(<_>\) is the empty tuple with no elements. \(<F(i) \mid n \leq i \leq m \land P(i)>\) defines a tuple whose elements are defined by \( F(i) \) for \( i \) between \( n \) and \( m \) inclusive and satisfying the predicate \( P(i) \) (a Boolean function). For example, \(<i^2 \mid 2 \leq i \leq 6 \land \text{Is_Even}(i)>\), where \( \text{Is_Even} \) is a user defined predicate with the obvious definition, is \(<4,16,36>\). Note that \( i \) does not define the actual index values in the resulting tuple; the index values are always from 1 the the length of the tuple.

3. Concatenation: \( t_1 \ ^\land \ t_2 \) is the tuple resulting from concatenating two tuples \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \); for example \(<1,5> \ ^\land \ <2,1> \) is \(<1,5,2,1>\).

4. Extraction operations: \( \text{hd} \ t \) yields the first element in (or head of) the tuple \( t \) (\( \text{hd} \ <5,2,1> \) is 5), and \( \text{tl} \ t \) yields the remaining part (or tail) of the tuple \( t \) (\( \text{tl} \ <5,2,1> \) is \(<2,1>\)). Both these operations are partial in that they are not defined for empty tuples. \( \text{len} \ t \) is the length of a tuple \( t \) (\( \text{len} \ <5,2,1> \) is 3). \( \text{ind} \ t \) yields the set of indices for \( t \) (the values from 1 to \( \text{len} \ t \)). For example \( \text{ind} \ <5,2,1> \) is \(<1,2,3>\).

- Named trees\(^3\) (or cartesian products) containing values of other types. A tree is characterized by the types of its component values. All values of a particular tree type have the same number of components (as opposed to tuples where the number of components may vary). Trees are similar to record types in programming languages. The following operations are predefined for trees:

\(^2\)A similar type constructor exists for defining non-empty tuples. The constructor is \( ++ \), but it is not used in this model.

\(^3\)There are also unnamed trees, but we do not use those.
1. Equality and inequality. Two named trees are equal only if they have the same name and the values of corresponding components are identical.

2. Tree object constructors: Given a tree type defined by $A \::= B \ C$, one can construct objects of type $A$ by $\text{mk-}A(b,c)$, where $b$ and $c$ are values of the types $B$ and $C$, respectively. For example, a value of type $D \::= \text{N0 BOOL}$ is $\text{mk-}D(5, \text{true})$.

3. Selectors: Given the above definition of $A$ and a value of that type, one can select the individual components by $s-$ followed by the type name of the component. For example $s-B(a)$ yields the B-component of a value "a" of type $A$. This means that $s-B(\text{mk-}A(b,c))$ is $b$.

2.4.1.2. Type Equations and Abstract Syntaxes
The types of objects of concern in the model are defined by a number of type equations. A type equation defines a type in terms of (other) related types by using some of the type constructors defined in the previous section.

A number of mutually dependent type equations are often called an abstract syntax, and the complete set of type equations for our model is an example of such an abstract syntax. A part of the abstract syntax is shown below.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Event List} &= \text{Event}^* \\
\text{Event} &= \text{INS Event} | \text{EC Event} \\
\text{INS Event} &= \text{INS Event Info} \ \text{Time Stamp} \\
\text{EC Event} &= \text{EC Event Info} \ \text{Time Stamp} \\
\text{INS Event Info} &= \text{Comms Event} | \ldots \\
\text{EC Event Info} &= \text{Comms Event} | \ldots \\
\text{Comms Event} &= \text{EF Event} | \ldots \\
\text{EF Event} &= \text{ATTN2} | \text{RTR} | \text{SOTM} | \ldots \\
\text{Time Stamp} &= \text{N0}
\end{align*}
\]

The first type equation defines event lists to be tuples of events.

The second type equation defines an event as either an INS event or an EC event. The type constructor $\mid$ defines the new type as consisting of values from either of the involved types. The predefined operations are those of the constituent types and apply only to the types for which they are defined.

The third type equation is an example of a named tree definition which defines an INS event as having two components: INS event information and a time stamp (both defined by other type equations).
The type equation for EF_Event defines the type as consisting of the quotation literals (of type QUOT) present on the right-hand side.

The last type equation defines time stamps as being natural numbers (where a number represents a multiple of .01 milliseconds).

An example of a value of type Event_List is:

< mk-EC_Event(ATTN2,2), mk-INS_Event(ATTN2,10),
  mk-EC_Event(SOTM,15), mk-INS_Event(RTR,30) >

This describes part of a communication where:

1. EC sends an ATTN2 (at time 2, i.e., at time 0.02 ms)
2. INS responds (at time 10)
3. EC initiates the test message sending sequence (with an SOTM)
4. the INS says that it is ready to receive (RTR) the test message

Each type equation in an abstract syntax implicitly defines a predicate that expresses whether a given value belongs to the type. Its name is is- followed by the type name. In the above example, predicates such as is-INS_Event and is-EC_Event are implicitly defined. These predicates are particularly useful for types such as INS_Event and EC_Event that are used in constructing union types (using |), because the predicates allow one to know the type of such a value; in the example, one can tell whether an event (value of type Event) is an INS_Event or an EC_Event.

At this point the reader should be able to understand the full set of type equations of the model as defined in Chapter 3.

2.4.1.3. Functions
A function is characterized by its name, the types of its parameters (if any) and the type of its result.

The general scheme for defining functions is illustrated by the following example:

```plaintext
Time_Stamp_Non_Decreasing(event_list) =
  -- function body
  type: Event_List → BOOL
```

The definition gives the name of the function, here Time_Stamp_Non_Decreasing. It names the formal parameter(s), here event_list, and provides a body that defines the effect of the function. It defines the type of function, in this case a function from values of type Event_List to values of type BOOL. "→" is a type constructor that defines the type of all
(total) functions from the provided parameter type(s) to the result type. Being "total" means that the function returns a well-defined value for all possible values of its parameters. Partial functions may have undefined result values for some subset of parameter values. Partial function types are constructed by using ".-" instead of ".". For some of our partial functions we have provided a so-called "pre-condition," which is a Boolean expression defining the conditions under which the partial function is guaranteed to yield a well-defined result. It is written as: "pre: some_boolean_expression" immediately following the type of the partial function.

In some cases where the nature or role of one (or several) parameter(s) of a function is different from the rest, the function may be defined as a "curried" function. This means that instead of defining the type of function as one of, for example, two parameters like "A B . C," its type may be defined as "A . (B . C)," which says that when one applies the function to its first parameter (of type A), one gets a (new) function from the remaining parameter (here of type B) as the result. As an example consider:

```plaintext
Event_Is_Correct_at_INS(f_history)(ins_event) =
let mk-INS_Event(event_info,) = ins_event in
(is-Comms_Event(event_info) --> Comms_Event_Is_Correct_at_INS(f_history)(ins_event), T --> Non_Comms_Event_Is_Correct_at_INS(f_history))
```

type: Event_List . (INS_Event . BOOL)

Here the first parameter, f_history, provides the context in which the correctness of the second parameter, ins_event, is expressed. Hence, Event_Is_Correct_at_INS, when applied to a history, yields the function that expresses the correctness of INS events.

### 2.4.1.4. Meta-IV Expressions

In addition to the predefined operations and user-defined functions described in the previous sections, some Meta-IV language constructs are available for defining the body of functions. The constructs are: let constructs, if then else constructs, McCarthy conditionals, cases constructs, and quantified expressions. They are introduced below.

- **let constructs**: A let construct is used to (locally) introduce an identifier within a function definition and to bind the identifier to the value of an expression. A very simple example of its use is:

  ```plaintext
  let a = {1,3,8} in
  -- some expression using "a"
  ```

  Note that "a" is not like a variable in a procedural programming language in that one cannot update "a" once it has been bound to a particular value. It is similar to identifiers used in purely functional programming languages.

  A let construct can also be used to decompose composite values, such as trees, and give names to their components. An example of such a use is:
let mk-INS_Event(event_info, event_time) = ins_event in
-- some expression using event_info and event_time

where ins_event is a name of a value of type INS_Event (maybe a parameter of
a function), and event_info and event_time are two new names for the com-
ponents of the event. This decomposition can be seen as an alternative to the
use of (several) selectors (see Section 2.4.1.1.). In case a particular com-
ponent is not used in the following expression, it need not be named on the
left-hand side of the let construct (leaving the space blank where it would have
appeared).

Another form of let construct defines the selection of a value that has certain
properties (defined by a predicate) and binds it to a name. Its general form is:

let id \in\ some_set_or_type be s.t. P(id) in
-- some expression using id

which is read: "let id belonging to some_set_or_type be such that P(id) holds in
the following expression," where some_set_or_type is an arbitrary set or type
and P is a predicate whose value (presumably) depends on id.

• if then else constructs: Conditional expressions of the form:

if boolean_expression then
  expression_1
else
  expression_2

can be used with the obvious semantics. Note that since the whole construct is
an expression, both expression_1 and expression_2 (the else-part) must be
present.

• McCarthy conditionals: A form of conditional expression that allows more than
two alternatives is the McCarthy conditional. Its general form is:

(\text{boolean_expression}_1 \to expression_1,\n (\text{boolean_expression}_2 \to expression_2,\n  .\n  .\n  .\n  (\text{boolean_expression}_n \to expression_n))

The value of such an expression is the value of the first expression_i from the top
whose boolean_expression_i has the value true. If none of them are true the
value is undefined, but it is up to the user of Meta-IV to ensure that this does
not happen. A special symbol "T" may be used as the boolean_expression_n to
catch all remaining conditions.
An example of its use in the model is:

\[
\text{Data\_Event\_Is\_Correct\_at\_INS}(f\_history)(\text{ins\_event}) =
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{let mk-INS\_Event}(\text{event\_info},) = \text{ins\_event} & \quad \text{in} \\
& (\text{is-Test\_Msg}(\text{event\_info}) \rightarrow \text{Test\_Msg\_Is\_Correct\_at\_INS}(f\_history)(\text{event\_info}), \\
& \text{is-Time\_and\_Status\_Msg}(\text{event\_info}) \rightarrow \text{Time\_and\_Status\_Msg\_Is\_Correct\_at\_INS}(f\_history), \\
& \text{is-Attitude\_Msg}(\text{event\_info}) \rightarrow \text{Attitude\_Msg\_Is\_Correct\_at\_INS}(f\_history)(\text{event\_info}), \\
& \text{is-Navigation\_Msg}(\text{event\_info}) \rightarrow \text{Navigation\_Msg\_Is\_Correct\_at\_INS}(f\_history)(\text{event\_info}), \\
& T \rightarrow \text{false}) \\
\text{type: Event\_List . (INS\_Event . BOOL)}
\end{align*}
\]

The McCarthy conditional uses the predefined is- operation to distinguish the four kinds of event information that correspond to (potentially) correct data events from the INS. The “T” covers situations where the event information is not one of the four messages explicitly mentioned; it could be a Select\_Data\_Msg or an Error\_Data\_Message; see Chapter 3.

- cases constructs: One of the most used forms of conditional expressions in the model is the cases construct. Its general form is:

\[
\text{cases select\_expression:} \\
\{\text{expression\_or\_pattern}_1 \rightarrow \text{expression}_1, \\
\text{expression\_or\_pattern}_2 \rightarrow \text{expression}_2, \\
\ldots \\
\text{expression\_or\_pattern}_n \rightarrow \text{expression}_n\}
\]

The value of such an expression is the value of the first expression\_i from the top whose expression\_or\_pattern\_i is either an expression whose value is equal to that of the select\_expression or a pattern that matches the value of the select\_expression. Patterns are like expressions (typically of composite types). The difference is that they may contain unbound identifiers or simply empty spaces. Unbound identifiers are bound by the pattern so that they may be used in expression\_i for referring to the corresponding components. Empty spaces are used for components that are of no importance in expression\_i. If none of the expressions or patterns matches the select\_expression, the value of the whole cases expression is undefined, but it is up to the user of Meta-IV to ensure that this does not happen. A special symbol "T" may be used as
expression_or_pattern\textsubscript{n} to catch the remaining possible values of select_expression.

An example of its use in the model is:

```plaintext
SOM_Is_Correct_When_Periodic_Msgs_Are_Activated_at_INS
(f_history)(som_time) =

\text{cases \ Number_Of_Outstanding_SOMs_Sent_at_INS(f_history):}
\begin{align*}
0 & \rightarrow \\
& \text{cases \ Last_n(2, f_history):} & \text{--6.3.2.2.a} \\
& ( < \text{mk-EC_Event(, )}, \\
& \text{mk-INS_Event(ACK, )} > \rightarrow \\
& \text{true,} \\
& < \text{mk-INS_Event(ATTN1, )}, \\
& \text{mk-INS_Event(event_info, )} > \rightarrow \\
& \text{is-Signal_to_INS_Operator(event_info),} \\
& < \text{mk-INS_Event(, )}, \\
& \text{mk-EC_Event(ACK, )} > \rightarrow \\
& \text{true,} \\
& < \text{mk-EC_Event(ATTN1, )}, \\
& \text{mk-EC_Event(event_info, )} > \rightarrow \\
& \text{is-Signal_to_EC_Operator(event_info),} \\
& T \rightarrow \text{false }, \\
1 & \rightarrow \\
& \text{cases \ Last(f_history):} \\
& ( \text{mk-INS_Event(ef, )} \rightarrow \\
& \text{ef = ATTN1,} \\
& \text{mk-EC_Event(ef, ef_time) \rightarrow} \\
& \text{ef = ATTN1} \\
& Z \\
& \text{ef = NAK} \\
& Z \\
& \text{( ef = NRTR \ Y} \\
& \text{som_time - ef_time > Sleep_Period } )}, \\
& T \rightarrow \text{false } )
\end{align*}
```

```plaintext
\text{type: Event_List . (Time_Stamp . BOOL)
```

The function has an outer cases construct governing a choice that depends on the number of currently outstanding SOMs (0, 1 or more). If the number is 0, a cases construct utilizing pattern matching is used. It "looks" at the last two events; if they match one of the four explicit patterns, each being a two-component tuple, the value of the corresponding right-hand side is the function result. Note that in two of the patterns the identifier "event_info" occurs. This is an unbound identifier that is being bound by the match and is used in the right-hand side expression. If the number of outstanding SOMs is 1, only the last
event is of interest, and the condition depends on whether it is an INS event or an EC event.
Quantified expressions: Both existential and universal quantifications are used. Their general form is:

\[(\exists \ id \in \text{some_set_or_type})(P(id))\]

\[(\forall \ id \in \text{some_set_or_type})(P(id))\]

which are read: "there exists a value (id) belonging to some_set_or_type for which P holds" and "for all values (id) belonging to some_set_or_type P holds," where P is a predicate that depends on id. In both expressions more than one identifier may be used in place of "id."

An example of its use in the model is:

\[
\text{Time_Stamps_Non_Decreasing(event_list)} = \\
(\forall \ i,j \in \text{ind event_list}) \\
((i < j) \Rightarrow \\
\text{s-Time_Stamp(event_list[i])} \leq \\
\text{s-Time_Stamp(event_list[j])})
\]

\text{type: Event_List . BOOL}

The function uses the universal quantifier to express that for all possible pairs of positions in an event list (indices in a tuple), it must be the case that if one is lower than the other, then the time stamp associated with the event in the first position is less than or equal to the time stamp of the event in the second position.

2.4.2. Example Meta-IV Function Descriptions

Three functions from the formal specification are discussed in detail. Each function is introduced with a textual description of its purpose. Each of its constituent parts is then discussed to illustrate the use of Meta-IV in formalizing the original textual description.

2.4.2.1. ACK_Is_Correct_at_INS

The correctness of a number of events depends only on a few of the immediately preceding events and not on the whole history of earlier events. Moreover, in many cases the actual time at which those events occurred is unimportant. The following function illustrates both aspects. It expresses the conditions under which an ACKINS may occur. [14] states that an ACKINS is issued by the INS after it has received a valid test message or select data message (both are of the type Data_Message in our model).
0. ACK_Is_Correct_at_INS(f_history) =

1. cases Last_n(2,f_history):
  2. (< mk-EC_Event(data_msg, ), --6.3.2.2.c
  3.       mk-EC_Event(EOM, ) > -->
  4.       Valid_Data_Message(data_msg),
  5.       T -->
  6.       false )

type: Event_List . BOOL

Annotations:

- The correctness of an ACK at the INS is expressed as a function of event history only, since there are no timing constraints (line 0).

- Only the last two elements in the history are considered (line 1). (Note that the function Last_n returns the entire history if the history has less than two elements.)

- The last two events must have been EC events (lines 2-3), and the last one must have been an EOM that terminates the message (line 2). The identifier "data_msg" is bound to the event information present in the second to the last event (line 2).

- Note that since the time stamps are of no concern, no identifiers are provided for those components in the pattern. Pattern matching allows for comparing event sequences while ignoring time stamps. This scheme is used throughout the specification.

- The event information in the second to the last event must be a valid data message (line 4). Also notice that the presence of an EOM_Ec implies that the preceding event must have been a Data_Message from the EC.

- If the last two events did not match the pattern, an ACK is not correct, i.e., false is returned (lines 5-6). This includes the case where the history contains fewer than two elements.

2.4.2.2. Protocol_Obeyed_at_INS

The INS obeys the protocol if all events initiated at the INS are correct in the context of history (the tuple of previously occurring events).

---

Footnote 4: This Ada-like comment is a reference to a paragraph in [14]. References of this form are used throughout the formal model.
0. Protocol_Obeyed_at_INS(history) (events_at_ins) =
1. (events_at_ins ≠ <>) ⊃
2. (let first_event = hd events_at_ins in
3. (is-INS_Event(first_event) ⊃
4. Event_Is_Correct_at_INS(Filter_Event_List_at_INS(history)) (first_event))
5. Y
6. Protocol_Obeyed_at_INS(history ^ <first_event>)
(tl events_at_ins))

**Annotations:**

- This function uses two event lists: one is a list of events as seen at the INS; the other is a list of events occurring prior to the first list as seen at the INS (line 0). When the function is first called, the history is empty, <>, and the “events_at_ins” is the complete list of events as seen at the INS.

- The function is defined using an implication starting on line 1. Recall that if the antecedent of the implication is false, then the entire implication is true. In fact the implication can be false only if the antecedent is true and the consequent is false. The antecedent states that the event list at the INS is not empty. This means that if the event list is empty, the protocol is obeyed by the INS. The consequent is the rest of the function.

- Given that the event list is not empty (line 1), the first event is the head of the list and the identifier "first_event" is introduced as a name for the first element (line 2).

- Since at the INS only the correctness of INS events is of interest, another implication is used to express the following: if the first event is an INS event (line 3), it must be correct in the context of the history when ignorable EC events have been removed (line 4). (See Section 2.4.3.1 for further details on the removal of ignorable events.)

- In addition to the first event being correct if it is an INS event, the remaining list of events must be correct (line 6). This is expressed by calling the function recursively with an extended history (adding the "first_event" to the history tuple) and the remaining events at the INS (tl events_at_ins). The recursion leads to the "events_at_ins" parameter eventually becoming the empty tuple, which will terminate the recursion by the condition of line 1.

**2.4.2.3. Initiating_EF_Not_Too_Soon_at_EC**

There are several EC events that we call initiating events. Specifically these are EF events issued by the EC that initiate an interaction with the INS. The IDS states that no more than two of these initiating EF events may occur within one second. These initiating events are \( SOM_{EC} \), \( SOTM_{EC} \) and \( ATTN2_{EC} \).
0. Initiating_EF_Not_Too_Soon_at_EC(f_history)(current_time) = 

1. (\forall i,j \in \text{ind } f\_history)
2. ((\text{is-EC\_Event}(f\_history[i]) \land \text{is-EC\_Event}(f\_history[j]))
3. \land i < j
4. \land \text{current\_time} - s\_Time\_Stamp(f\_history[i]) \leq 
   \text{Min\_Initiating\_Pair\_Separation\_Time} ) \supset
5. (\text{let } mk\_EC\_Event(event\_info\_i, ) = f\_history[i] \text{ in}
6. \text{let } mk\_EC\_Event(event\_info\_j, ) = f\_history[j] \text{ \text{In}}
7. \neg \{\text{event\_info\_i, event\_info\_j}\} \subset 
   \{\text{SOM, SOTM, ATTN2}\})

\text{type: Event\_List . (Time\_Stamp . BOOL)}

Annotations:

- The aforementioned EF initiation rate is one criterion for the correctness of these initiating EFs. This function is a predicate that returns true if the condition is satisfied and false otherwise. It is called with an event history and the time associated with the initiating event under scrutiny (line 0).

- The condition can be restated in terms of events in an event list as follows: given any two events, \(e_1\) and \(e_2\), such that \(e_1\) occurred before \(e_2\) and \(e_1\) occurred within one second of the event under scrutiny, then they should not both be initiating events.

- Line 1 expresses this in Meta-IV using universal quantification over the indices of the event history. It states that for all \(i\) and \(j\) that are elements of the index set of the \(f\_history\), some condition must be satisfied.

- The condition is an implication that begins on line 2. Recall that if the antecedent of the implication is false, then the entire implication is true. In fact the implication can be false only if the antecedent is true and the consequent is false.

- The antecedent states that the \(i\)'th and \(j\)'th events should be EC events (line 2), that the \(i\)'th event occurs before the \(j\)'th event (line 3), and that the \(i\)'th event is within a specified amount of time (one second in this case) from the \text{current\_time} (line 4). This amount of time is specified by the constant function \text{Min\_Initiating\_Pair\_Separation\_Time}.

- The consequent states that the set comprised of the \(i\)'th and \(j\)'th event should not be a subset of the set of initiating EFs (lines 5-7).
2.4.3. Basic Techniques Applied in the Model

2.4.3.1. Filtering of Event Lists
A general property of the protocol is that EFs that are received out of sequence at the INS (for example, due to a transmission error) are to be ignored by the INS. Out of sequence EFs received at the EC may either be ignored or responded to by an ATTN1. To reflect the effect of ignoring EFs that are out of sequence and at the same time to simplify the functions in the model, we decided to explicitly remove ignorable EFs from the history before expressing the correctness of the following event. We refer to this process as "filtering." The filtering functions for the INS and the EC are defined in Sections 5.3 and 6.3, respectively.

2.4.3.2. Completeness of Event Lists
The conditions defined by the correctness functions of the model basically express whether an event is allowed to occur in a given context, and not whether it is required to happen. This approach takes care of certain forms of non-determinism, i.e., contexts where one of several next events is possible, for example, in the case that the EC receives an EF that is out of sequence and may respond in either of two ways. The approach, however, means that even if all events in the two sequences are correct, additional events may be required by the protocol. This is not captured by the correctness functions. An example is the required sending of periodic messages. The concept of such "required events" is expressed in the model by a completeness criterion that defines for the two correct event lists (at the INS and at the EC) whether more events are required to happen. It is formalized by the function Is_Complete, which is defined in Section 4.2.

2.4.3.3. Use of Constant Functions
In [14] several specific numbers are used to define time intervals for required response times, periodicity, etc. To symbolically represent the numbers, we have defined a set of parameterless, constant functions. The names of these functions have been chosen to best reflect the role of the number, for example, the function "Attitude_Period" is defined as part of describing the periodicity of attitude messages (its value is 6144, measured in 0.01 millisecond units). The constant functions are defined in Section 7.2.

2.4.4. Structure of the Formal Model
The formal specification of the INS communication protocol is presented in the remaining chapters. Chapter 3 contains the type equations. Chapter 4 defines functions that formalize the protocol at the systems level by considering both the INS and the EC. Chapters 5 and 6 define functions that are specific to the INS and the EC, respectively. Chapter 7 contains general functions, some that express important constants defined by the protocol, some that provide elementary operations on one of the types defined in Chapter 3, and finally some that are auxiliary functions used by several functions in Chapters 4 to 6. An index including all functions is also provided.
The type equations are supplemented with annotations, and each function is accompanied by a rationale section. Also, when appropriate, functions are augmented with references of the form -- 6.3.2.1.c. These are references to sections in [14]. A number of conventions that are not dictated by VDM have been used to increase the readability of the model. They are:

- Type names in our model always begin with a capital letter.

- Function names always begin with a capital letter.

- Formal parameters and objects are always in lowercase letters.

- All functions specific to the INS have a name ending in "_at_INS". Similarly, names of EC-specific functions end in "_at_EC".

- A history that has been filtered is always referred to as "f_history".

It may be helpful to read the functions using the following strategy:

- Read the rationale for a function before trying to understand the function itself. Functions tend to be decomposable into logical segments. The rationale mirrors this decomposition.

- Read the top level functions in detail (Chapter 4). Then read the first three sections of INS functions and EC functions (Chapters 5 and 6, respectively). Become familiar with the function hierarchy. Read selected portions in detail.

- Keep in mind that the specification is basically three predicates (the top level functions) that are being applied to two sequences of events. The idea is that an arbitrarily long communication session between the EC and the INS is being examined to determine whether it adheres to the protocol. This is expressed by looking at each event (one by one) in the context of all previous events (the event history) and examining the communication event sequence as viewed from the INS and as viewed from the EC. Note that all events must obey the protocol. Thus, as soon as one event fails to satisfy the conditions, the predicate returns false and no further examination is necessary. This generates the following assumptions that are used throughout the specification. If the event sequence represents the INS perspective, then all events generated by the INS that are in the event history satisfy the protocol. If the event sequence represents the EC perspective, then all events generated by the EC that are in the event history satisfy the protocol.
3. Formal Model Type Equations

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Event} & = \text{Event}^* \\
\text{INS\_Event} & ::= \text{INS\_Event\_Info} \text{ Time\_Stamp} \\
\text{EC\_Event} & ::= \text{EC\_Event\_Info} \text{ Time\_Stamp} \\
\text{INS\_Event\_Info} & = \text{Comms\_Event} | \text{INS\_Non\_Comms\_Event} \\
\text{EC\_Event\_Info} & = \text{Comms\_Event} | \text{EC\_Non\_Comms\_Event} \\
\text{Comms\_Event} & = \text{EF\_Event} | \text{Data\_Message} \\
\text{EF\_Event} & = \text{ACK} | \text{ATTN1} | \text{ATTN2} | \text{ATTN4} | \text{EOM} | \text{NAK} | \text{NRTR} | \text{RTR} | \text{SOM} | \text{SOTM} | \text{Error\_EF} \\
\text{Data\_Message} & = \text{Periodic\_Data\_Message} | \text{Non\_Periodic\_Data\_Message} | \text{Error\_Data\_Message} \\
\text{Periodic\_Data\_Message} & = \text{Attitude\_Msg} | \text{Navigation\_Msg} \\
\text{Non\_Periodic\_Data\_Message} & = \text{Test\_Msg} | \text{Time\_and\_Status\_Msg} | \text{Select\_Data\_Msg} \\
\text{Attitude\_Msg} & ::= \text{Data} \\
\text{Navigation\_Msg} & ::= \text{Data} \\
\text{Test\_Msg} & ::= \text{Data} \\
\text{Time\_and\_Status\_Msg} & ::= \text{Data} \\
\text{Select\_Data\_Msg} & ::= \text{Data Selected\_Msg\_Type} \\
\text{Selected\_Msg\_Type} & = \text{Attitude} | \text{Navigation} | \text{None} | \text{Both} \\
\text{Data} & = \text{Data\_Element}^* \\
\text{Data\_Element} & = \text{TOKEN} \\
\text{INS\_Non\_Comms\_Event} & = \text{Signal\_to\_INS\_Operator} \\
\text{Signal\_to\_INS\_Operator} & :: = \text{QUOT} \\
\text{EC\_Non\_Comms\_Event} & = \text{Signal\_from\_EC\_Operator} | \text{Signal\_to\_EC\_Operator} \\
\text{Signal\_from\_EC\_Operator} & = \text{Enable\_Comms} | \text{Disable\_Comms} | \text{Send\_Test} \\
& \quad \text{Select\_Attitude} | \text{Select\_Navigation} | \text{Select\_None} | \text{Select\_Both} \\
\text{Signal\_to\_EC\_Operator} & :: = \text{QUOT} \\
\text{Time\_Stamp} & = \text{N0}
\end{align*}
\]
Annotations:

- Communication between the two computers is being modeled as a time-ordered sequence of communications-related events. Thus the highest level and most pervasive object type in the specification is an Event_List. An Event_List is defined as a tuple of Events.

- Each Event is associated with one of the two computers, the INS or the EC. Consequently an event is either an INS_Event or an EC_Event.

- In addition to being able to model sequential ordering in time, there are circumstances that necessitate modeling time, i.e., the time at which an Event occurred. Thus Events (both INS_Events and EC_Events) are modeled as two-component trees. The first component captures information that allows further characterization of the event itself: INS_Event_Info and EC_Event_Info. The second component, Time_Stamp, represents the time at which the event occurred.

- Both INS_Events and EC_Events may be communications events or non-communications events. Comms_Events model those events that are issued by one computer and may directly affect the other computer. These are either EF_Events or Data_Messages. The valid EFs are enumerated. An extra EF_Event event is included to capture incorrect EFs.

  Non-communications events (INS_Non_Comms_Event and EC_Non_Comms_Event for the INS and EC, respectively) represent interaction with a console operator or some other external influences on one computer that are not from the other computer.

- Data_Messages are further subdivided into periodic and non-periodic messages, which are enumerated.

  Each message type is defined as a tree. Attitude, navigation, test, and time and status messages are single component trees, the component being the data communicated in each message, respectively. Data are later defined as a tuple of Data_Elements, which are TOKENs. Recall that the representation of TOKENs is undefined. Therefore the exact nature of the data being transmitted is not being specified.

  The fifth message type is the select data message. It is modeled as a two component tree. The first component, Data, is exactly like the previous messages. The second component, Selected_Msg_Type, conveys information concerning the content of the Data. Note that its representation is not specified, but the information content of the message is. The Selected_Msg_Type is further defined as an enumeration of the four commands that the EC can issue to the INS through a select data message; namely, to commence sending periodic attitude messages, to commence sending periodic navigation messages, to
commence sending both periodic messages, or to stop sending periodic messages.

- The next several type equations deal with INS and EC non-communications events, specifically interactions with each computer’s console operator. The INS_Non_Comms_Events are simply signals to the INS operator—no signals from the INS operator are being modeled. They are not specified in any further detail, since they are by-products of communications but have no direct impact upon communications. The EC_Non_Comms_Events are either signals from or to the EC operator. Signal_from_EC_Operator is further defined as an enumeration of the commands that may be issued by the EC operator and impact communications between the two computers.

- The final type equation simply states that Times_Stamps are being modeled as natural numbers. Time is expressed in multiples of .01 milliseconds, which is the accuracy to which [14] specifies time.
4. Formal Model Top Level Functions

4.1. Time Stamps Are Non-Decreasing in Event Sequences

\[
\text{Time\_Stamps\_Non\_Decreasing(\text{event\_list})} = \\
(\forall \ i,j \in \text{ind event\_list}) \\
(\text{if } i < j \text{ then } s\text{-Time\_Stamp(event\_list}[i]) \leq s\text{-Time\_Stamp(event\_list}[j]))
\]

\text{type: Event\_List . BOOL}

\text{Rationale:}

- Since the ordering of the elements in a tuple of events captures the order in which these events occur, the time stamps of the events must be non-decreasing in the sequence. The reason for not requiring strictly increasing time stamps is that the model allows consecutive events to happen "at the same time" (within the accuracy of the time measurement units).

4.2. Determine If the Protocol Is Obeyed

\[
\text{Protocol\_Obeyed(\text{events\_at\_ins, events\_at\_ec})} = \\
\text{Protocol\_Obeyed\_at\_INS(<>)( events\_at\_ins )} \\
\vee \\
\text{Protocol\_Obeyed\_at\_EC(<>)( events\_at\_ec )}
\]

\text{type: Event\_List Event\_List . BOOL}

\text{Rationale:}

- We model communications between the INS and EC as a sequence of events. This sequence is viewed from two perspectives: 1) at the INS communications ports, and 2) at the EC communications ports.
- Under "normal" situations the two views should yield identical sequences (excepting non-communications events). However, if transmission errors occur, then the differing perspectives may yield different sequences.
4.3. Determine If the Event Sequences Are Complete

\[ \text{Is\_Complete}(\text{events\_at\_ins}, \text{events\_at\_ec}) = \]
\[ \neg ( \exists \text{event} \in \{x \mid \text{is\_Event}(x) \land \neg \text{is\_Signal\_from\_EC\_Operator}(x) \} ) \]
\[ \text{Protocol\_Obeyed}(\text{events\_at\_ins} \land \langle\text{event}\rangle, \text{events\_at\_ec} \land \langle\text{event}\rangle) \]

*type*: Event\_List Event\_List \( \cdot \) BOOL

*pre*: Protocol\_Obeyed(\text{events\_at\_ins}, \text{events\_at\_ec})

**Rationale:**

- The Protocol\_Obeyed function determines if all events in the event history are correct in the context of each events history. All events that have transpired may indeed be correct, but the communications protocol may dictate that a future event must occur.

- The idea captured by the above predicate is that, if an event could happen, it should happen (e.g., if ACK\_INS can occur but doesn't, then we define the event sequence as incomplete). Excepting signals from the EC operator, it is incorrect for no event to occur when there is an event that can occur and obey the protocol. The only type of event that can occur at any time is a signal from the EC operator.

- This function is only applied to the event history if the history obeys the protocol, and thus Protocol\_Obeyed is a precondition to this function.
5. Formal Model INS Functions

5.1. Determine If Protocol Is Obeyed at the INS

Protocol_Obeyed_at_INS(history) (events_at_ins) =

(events_at_ins ≠ <>) ⊃
(let first_event = hd events_at_ins in
(is-INS_Event(first_event) ⊃
 Event_Is_Correct_at_INS(Filter_Event_List_at_INS(history)) (first_event))
Y
Protocol_Obeyed_at_INS(history ^ <first_event>)(tl events_at_ins))

type: Event_List . (Event_List . BOOL)

Rationale:

• This function determines if the protocol is obeyed by the INS as seen at the
INS; i.e., ensures that the INS generates correct events. Note that from the
INS perspective, its own events are correct or incorrect and EC events are ex-
pected or unexpected.

• This function examines each event in a sequence and determines if it is correct
in the context of a filtered history.

• Filter_Event_List_at_INS removes unexpected EC events (caused by transmis-
sion errors), thus simplifying the event stream that needs to be examined for
completeness and correctness. In essence this process removes EC events
that the INS may ignore (see Sections 2.4.2.2 and 5.3).

5.2. Look at Each INS Event in Context of History

Event_Is_Correct_at_INS(f_history) (ins_event) =

let mk-INS_Event(event_info,) = ins_event in
(is-Comms_Event(event_info) -->
 Comms_Event_Is_Correct_at_INS(f_history) (ins_event),
 T -->
 Non_Comms_Event_Is_Correct_at_INS(f_history))

type: Event_List . (INS_Event . BOOL)

Rationale:

• This function separates the treatment of communications events and non-
communications events.

• Notice that the name of the history parameter is f_history. This signifies that
this function is operating on a previously filtered event list.
5.2.1. Look at Each INS Communications Event in Context of History

Comms_Event_Is_Correct_at_INS(f_history)(ins_event) =

let mk-INS_Event(event_info,) = ins_event in

( is-EF_Event(event_info) --> EF_Event_Is_Correct_at_INS(f_history)(ins_event),
  is-Data_Message(event_info) --> Data_Event_Is_Correct_at_INS(f_history)(ins_event) )

type: Event_List . (INS_Event := BOOL)

Rationale:

• This function separates the treatment of EF events and data events.

• Also, notice that this is a partial function, since it prescribes no result for non-communications INS_Events.
5.2.1.1. Look at Each INS Communications EF Event in Context of History

\[ \text{EF\_Event\_Is\_Correct\_at\_INS}(f\_history)(\text{ins\_event}) = \]

\[
\text{let mk-INS\_Event(event\_info, event\_time) = ins\_event in}
\cases{event\_info:}{
\text{ACK --> ACK\_Is\_Correct\_at\_INS(f\_history),}
\text{ATTN1 --> ATTN1\_Is\_Correct\_at\_INS(f\_history)(event\_time),}
\text{ATTN2 --> ATTN2\_Is\_Correct\_at\_INS(f\_history),}
\text{ATTN4 --> ATTN4\_Is\_Correct\_at\_INS,}
\text{EOM --> EOM\_Is\_Correct\_at\_INS(f\_history)(event\_time),}
\text{NAK --> NAK\_Is\_Correct\_at\_INS(f\_history),}
\text{NRTR --> NRTR\_Is\_Correct\_at\_INS(f\_history)(event\_time),}
\text{RTR --> RTR\_Is\_Correct\_at\_INS(f\_history)(event\_time),}
\text{SOM --> SOM\_Is\_Correct\_at\_INS(f\_history)(event\_time),}
\text{SOTM --> SOTM\_Is\_Correct\_at\_INS(f\_history)(event\_time),}
\text{Error\_EF --> false}
}
\]

\text{type: Event\_List . (INS\_Event : BOOL)}

**Rationale:**

- This function divides EF events into the individual EFs and invokes functions to express the conditions for the individual EFs.

- Also, notice that this function is partial, since it does not prescribe a result for non-communications events or for Data\_Message events.
5.2.1.2. Look at Each INS Communications Data Event in Context of History

Data_Message_Is_Correct_at_INS(f_history)(ins_event) =

let mk-INS_Event(event_info, ) = ins_event in
( is-Test_Msg(event_info) --> Test_Msg_Is_Correct_at_INS(f_history)(event_info),
  is-Time_and_Status_Msg(event_info) --> Time_and_Status_Msg_Is_Correct_at_INS(f_history),
  is-Attitude_Msg(event_info) --> Attitude_Msg_Is_Correct_at_INS(f_history)(event_info),
  is-Navigation_Msg(event_info) --> Navigation_Msg_Is_Correct_at_INS(f_history)(event_info),
  T --> false )
type: Event_List . (INS_Event . BOOL)

Rationale:

• This function divides the data events into the four data messages that are sent from the INS to the EC (see [14], p. 8-19, Table 8-2).

5.2.2. Look at Each INS Non-Communications Event in Context of History

Non_Comms_Event_Is_Correct_at_INS(f_history) =

Signal_to_Operator_Is_Correct_at_INS(f_history)
type: Event_List . BOOL

Rationale:

• The only INS non-communications event is a signal to the INS operator.
5.2.2.1. Look at Each INS Signal to Operator in the Context of History

\[
\text{Signal\_to\_INS\_Operator\_Is\_Correct\_at\_INS(f\_history) =}
\]
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Time\_Out\_After\_EC\_Initiated\_SOM\_at\_INS(f\_history)} & \quad \cdots 6.3.2.2.b \\
\lor \\
\text{Time\_Out\_After\_EC\_Initiated\_SOTM\_at\_INS(f\_history)} & \quad \cdots 6.3.2.3.a \\
\lor \\
\text{Error\_After\_Second\_SOM\_at\_INS(f\_history)} & \quad \cdots 6.3.2.1 \\
\lor \\
\text{Error\_After\_Second\_SOTM\_at\_INS(f\_history)} & \quad \cdots 6.3.2.3.c \\
\lor \\
\text{Invalid\_Message\_Or\_Test\_Message\_Received\_at\_INS(f\_history)} & \quad \cdots 6.3.2.2.c \\
\lor \\
\text{ATTN1\_Received\_at\_INS(f\_history)} & \quad \cdots 6.3.6.2.d
\end{align*}
\]

\text{type: Event\_List . BOOL}

\text{Rationale:}

\begin{itemize}
\item Signals to the INS operator indicate error situations detected by the INS. Such errors can be divided into:
  \begin{itemize}
  \item An INS time out after EC-initiated communication (after SOM or SOTM)
  \item Failing a second attempt to communicate (after SOMs or SOTMs)
  \item Receiving invalid messages or test messages
  \item Receiving an ATTN1 from the EC during communication
  \end{itemize}
\end{itemize}

5.3. Filter Event List at INS

\[
\text{Filter\_Event\_List\_at\_INS(events\_at\_ins) =}
\]
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Remove\_Unexpected\_EC\_Events}( <> )( events\_at\_ins )
\end{align*}
\]

\text{type: Event\_List . Event\_List}

\text{Rationale:}

\begin{itemize}
\item Out of sequence EFs are ignored ( [14], 6.3.6.2.e).
\end{itemize}
5.3.1. Remove Unexpected EC Events from Event List

\[
\text{Remove\_Unexpected\_EC\_Events}(\text{history} \, \text{(events\_at\_ins)}) = \\
(\text{events\_at\_ins} \neq <> \rightarrow \\
(\text{let \ first\_event = hd \ events\_at\_ins \ in} \\
(\text{is\_EC\_Event(first\_event)} \wedge \\
\text{is\_Comms\_Event( \ s\_EC\_Event\_Info(first\_event))} \rightarrow \\
(\text{Comms\_Event\_Is\_Correct\_at\_EC(history)(first\_event)} \rightarrow \\
\text{Remove\_Unexpected\_EC\_Events(history} ^ \langle \text{first\_event} \rangle) \\
(\text{tl \ events\_at\_ins}) \\
T \rightarrow \\
\text{Remove\_Unexpected\_EC\_Events(history)} \\
(\text{tl \ events\_at\_ins}) \\
T \rightarrow \\
\text{Remove\_Unexpected\_EC\_Events(history} ^ \langle \text{first\_event} \rangle) \\
(\text{tl \ events\_at\_ins}), \\
T \rightarrow \\
\text{Remove\_Unexpected\_EC\_Events(history)} \\
(\text{tl \ events\_at\_ins}), \\
T \rightarrow \text{history}) \\
\text{type: Event\_List . (Event\_List . Event\_List)}
\]

Rationale:

- Out of sequence EFs are defined as those that do not satisfy "EC correctness."

5.4. Determine Correctness of Individual INS EF Events

5.4.1. ACK

\[
\text{ACK\_Is\_Correct\_at\_INS(f\_history)} = \\
\text{cases \ Last\_n}(2,f\_history): \\
(\langle \text{mk\_EC\_Event(data\_msg,)}, \rightarrow 6.3.2.2.c \\
\text{mk\_EC\_Event(EOM,) } \rightarrow \rightarrow \\
\text{Valid\_Data\_Message(data\_msg)}, \\
T \rightarrow \\
\text{false})
\]

\text{type: Event\_List . BOOL}

Rationale:

- For the INS to issue an ACK, it must have received a Data\_Msg followed by an EOM and determined that the message is valid.
- Notice that there are no timing requirements between receiving an EOM\textsubscript{EC} and issuing the ACK\textsubscript{INS}. 

• Also notice that the presence of an EOM\textsubscript{EC} implies that the preceding event must have been a Data\_Message from the EC.

### 5.4.2. ATTN1

\[
\text{ATTN1\_Is\_Correct\_at\_INS}(f\_history)(\text{attn1\_time}) =
\]
\[
f\_history \neq \exists \neg
\]
\[
is\text{-INS\_Event}\left(\text{Last}(f\_history)\right)
\]
\[
\left( \text{let mk-INS\_Event(last\_event, last\_event\_time) = Last}(f\_history) \text{ in}
\right)
\]
\[
\text{last\_event} \in \text{N} \left\{ \text{SOM, SOTM, EOM, ATTN2} \right\}
\]
\[
\text{attn1\_time - last\_event\_time > Time\_Out\_Period\_at\_INS} \right) -- 6.2.1.g-h
\]

**type:** Event\_List . (Time\_Stamp . BOOL)

**Rationale:**

• The last event in the history must be an INS event.

• Moreover, the last event must be one the following events: SOM, SOTM, EOM, or ATTN2 ([14], 6.3.2.1.a, 6.3.2.1.c, 6.3.2.3.c).

• When awaiting a response from the EC, an ATTN1 may only be issued upon the expiry of the timeout period.

### 5.4.3. ATTN2

\[
\text{ATTN2\_Is\_Correct\_at\_INS}(f\_history) =
\]
\[
f\_history \neq \exists \neg
\]
\[
\wedge
\]
\[
\text{cases Last}(f\_history):
\]
\[
\left( \text{mk-EC\_Event}(\text{ATTN2}, ) \rightarrow \text{true} , -- 6.2.1.b-c
\right)
\]
\[
\left( \text{T} \rightarrow \text{false} \right)
\]

**type:** Event\_List . BOOL

**Rationale:**

• EC is responsible for enabling communications ([14], 6.2.1).

• EC sends an ATTN2 to start enabling communications ([14], 6.2.1.b).

• INS sends an ATTN2 only in response to ECs ATTN2 ([14], 6.2.1.c).
5.4.4. ATTN4
ATTN4_Is_Correct_at_INS =
   false -- 6.2.2

type: . BOOL

Rationale:
• ATTN4 is only sent by the EC.

5.4.5. EOM
EOM_Is_Correct_at_INS(f_history)(eom_time) =
   f_history ≠ <> ^
   ^
   cases Last(f_history):
     ( mk-INS_Event(mk-Test_Msg( ), ) -->
       true, --6.3.2.1.c
     mk-INS_Event(mk-Time_and_Status_Msg( ), ) -->
       true,
     mk-INS_Event(mk-Attitude_Msg( ), ) -->
       Periodic_Attitude_Deadline_is_Satisfied(f_history)(eom_time),
     mk-INS_Event(mk-Navigation_Msg( ), ) -->
       Periodic_Navigation_Deadline_is_Satisfied(f_history)(eom_time),
     T --> false )

type: Event_List . (Time_Stamp . BOOL)

Rationale:
• An EOM can only follow the sending of a data message. The INS only sends
  the four data messages that are specified.
• If the message is an attitude or navigation message, the EOM must meet the
  periodic timing requirement (see Section 2.3.4).
5.4.5.1. Determine If the Attitude Message’s Deadline has Been Met

Periodic_Attitude_Deadline_is_Satisfied(f_history)(eom_time) =

\[
\text{let end_of_prev_interval N N0 be s.t. end_of_prev_interval*Attitude_Period < eom_time Y (end_of_prev_interval+1)*Attitude_Period > eom_time in Select_Data_Request_for_Attitude_in_Interval(f_history) (end_of_prev_interval-1, end_of_prev_interval) Z EOM_for_Attitude_in_Interval(f_history) (end_of_prev_interval-1, end_of_prev_interval) type: Event_List . (Time_Stamp . BOOL)}
\]

Rationale:

- The model of periodicity is one that assumes no phase shift from the beginning of execution. The periodic intervals are therefore set at the beginning of execution.

- This function first determines the interval number of the interval containing the EOM in question and then determines if the previous interval contains either a select data message or an EOM.

- If the previous interval does not contain one of the two aforementioned events, then the EOM in question is in the wrong interval (i.e., should have been in a previous interval).

- Note that Attitude_Period is a constant function defined in Section 7.1.4.
5.4.5.2. Determine If Select Data Message for the Attitude Message Is in Designated Interval

\[
Select_{\text{Data\_Request\_for\_Attitude\_in\_Interval}}(f_{\text{history}})(\text{start}, \text{end}) =
\]
\[
f_{\text{history}} \neq <> \\
Y
\]
\[
cases Last(f_{\text{history}}):
\]
\[
( \text{mk-EC\_Event(mk-Select\_Data\_Msg(,Attitude),sd\_msg\_time )) } \rightarrow \]
\[
\text{sd\_msg\_time} > \text{start}*\text{Attitude\_Period} \\
Y
\]
\[
\text{sd\_msg\_time} \neq \text{end}*\text{Attitude\_Period},
\]
\[
\text{mk-EC\_Event(mk-Select\_Data\_Msg(,Both),sd\_msg\_time )) } \rightarrow \]
\[
\text{sd\_msg\_time} > \text{start}*\text{Attitude\_Period} \\
Y
\]
\[
\text{sd\_msg\_time} \neq \text{end}*\text{Attitude\_Period},
\]
\[
T \rightarrow
\]
\[
Select_{\text{Data\_Request\_for\_Attitude\_in\_Interval}}(\text{Front}(f_{\text{history}})) (\text{start}, \text{end})
\]

\textit{type: Event\_List . (N0 N0 . BOOL )}

\textbf{Rationale:}

- This function recursively searches for a select data message that selects attitude messages (by explicitly requesting attitude messages or by selecting both periodic messages). It then determines if the time associated with the message is in the designated interval.
5.4.5.3. Determine If EOM Following an Attitude Message Is in the Designated Interval

EOM_for_Attitude_in_Interval(f_history)(start, end) =

    cases Last_n(2,f_history):
        ( <mk-INS_Event(mk-Attitude_Msg(  ), ),
          mk-INS_Event(EOM,eom_time)> -->
          start*Attitude_Period < eom_time
          Y
          end*Attitude_Period 3 eom_time,
          <> -->
          false,
          T -->
        )

    EOM_for_Attitude_in_Interval( Front(f_history) ) (start, end) )

type: Event_List . (N0 N0 . BOOL )

Rationale:

- This function recursively searches for an attitude data message followed by an EOM and then determines if the time associated with the EOM is in the designated interval.

5.4.5.4. Determine If the Navigation Message’s Deadline Has Been Bet

Periodic_Navigation_Deadline_is_Satisfied(f_history)(eom_time) =

    let end_of_prev_interval N N0 be s.t.
    end_of_prev_interval*Navigation_Period < eom_time
    Y
    (end_of_prev_interval+1)*Navigation_Period 3 eom_time

    in
    Select_Data_Request_for_Navigation_in_Interval(f_history)
    (end_of_prev_interval-1, end_of_prev_interval)

    Z
    EOM_for_Navigation_in_Interval(f_history)
    (end_of_prev_interval-1, end_of_prev_interval)

    type: Event_List . (Time_Stamp . BOOL)

Rationale:

- See rationale for attitude message meeting its deadline (5.4.5.1).
5.4.5.5. Determine If Select Data Message for the Navigation Message Is in Designated Interval

Select_Data_Request_for_Navigation_in_Interval(f_history)(start, end) =

\[
\begin{align*}
&f \text{ history} \neq < > \land \\
&\text{cases } \text{ Last}(f\_history):
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{mk-INS Event(mk-Select Data Msg( ,Navigation),sd_msg_time )) } \rightarrow \\
&\quad \text{sd_msg_time} > \text{start}\times\text{Navigation_Period} \land \\
&\quad \text{sd_msg_time} \neq \text{end}\times\text{Navigation_Period},
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{mk-INS Event(mk-Select Data Msg( ,Both),sd_msg_time )) } \rightarrow \\
&\quad \text{sd_msg_time} > \text{start}\times\text{Navigation_Period} \land \\
&\quad \text{sd_msg_time} \neq \text{end}\times\text{Navigation_Period},
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
&T \rightarrow \\
&\text{Select_Data_Request_for_Navigation_in_Interval( Front(f\_history) ) (start, end) }
\end{align*}
\]

type: Event List. (NO NO . BOOL )

Rationale:

- This function recursively searches for a Select Data message that selects Navigation messages (by explicitly requesting Navigation messages or by selecting both periodic messages). It then determines if the time associated with the message is in the designated interval.

5.4.5.6. Determine If EOM Following Navigation Message Is in Designated Interval

EOM_for_Navigation_in_Interval(f_history)(start, end) =

\[
\begin{align*}
&f \text{ history} \neq < > \land \\
&\text{cases } \text{ Last_n}(2,f\_history):
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{mk-INS Event(mk-Navigation Msg( ), )}, \\
&\text{mk-INS Event(EOM,eom_time)> } \rightarrow \\
&\quad \text{eom_time} > \text{start}\times\text{Navigation_Period} \land \\
&\quad \text{eom_time} \neq \text{end}\times\text{Navigation_Period},
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
&T \rightarrow \\
&\text{EOM_for_Navigation_in_Interval( Front(f\_history) ) (start, end) }
\end{align*}
\]

type: Event List. (NO NO . BOOL )

Rationale:

- This function recursively searches for a navigation data message followed by an EOM and then determines if the time associated with the EOM is in the designated interval.
5.4.6. NAK

NAK_Is_Correct_at_INS(f_history) =

cases Last_n(2, f_history):  --6.3.2.2.c
( < mk-EC_Event(data_msg, ), mk-EC_Event(EOM, ) > -->
  T
  False )

Rationale:

• For the INS to issue a NAK, it must have received a Data_Msg followed by an EOM and determined that the message is invalid.

• Notice that there are no timing requirements between receiving an EOM_EC and issuing the NAK_INS.

• Also notice that the presence of an EOM_EC implies that the preceding event must have been a Data_Message from the EC.

5.4.7. NRTR

NRTR_Is_Correct_at_INS =

false

type: . BOOL

Rationale:

• P. 4-9 of [14] states that NRTR is not transmitted by the INS.
5.4.8. RTR

RTR_Is_Correct_at_INS(f_history)(rtr_time) =

\[ f_{\text{history}} \neq <> \]

\[ \forall \text{cases Last}(f_{\text{history}}): \] --6.3.2.2.a-b

\[ (\text{mk-EC}\_\text{Event}(\text{SOM}, \text{som\_time}) \rightarrow \]

\[ rtr_{\text{time}} - \text{som\_time} \# \text{EC\_Time\_Out\_Period}, \]

\[ \text{mk-EC}\_\text{Event}(\text{SOTM}, \text{sotm\_time}) \rightarrow \]

\[ rtr_{\text{time}} - \text{sotm\_time} \# \text{EC\_Time\_Out\_Period}, \]

\[ T \rightarrow \]

\[ \text{false} ) \]

\text{type: Event\_List . (Time\_Stamp . BOOL)}

**Rationale:**

- SOM\textsubscript{EC} or SOTM\textsubscript{EC} must immediately precede an RTR.
- Moreover, the RTR must be issued within the EC allowed time-out period.
5.4.9. SOM

\[ \text{SOM\_Is\_Correct\_at\_INS}(f\_history)(\text{som\_time}) = \]
\[ \{ \text{Periodic\_Messages\_Are\_Activated}(f\_history) \ Y \]
\[ \text{SOM\_Is\_Correct\_When\_Periodic\_Msgs\_Are\_Activated\_at\_INS}(f\_history) \} \]
\[ Z \quad --6.2.1.f \]
\[ \text{SOM\_Is\_Correct\_When\_Periodic\_Msgs\_Are\_Not\_Activated\_at\_INS}(f\_history) \]

\textbf{type: Event\_List . (Time\_Stamp . BOOL)}

\textbf{Rationale:}
- An SOM\textsubscript{INS} is correct if periodic messages from the INS to the EC are enabled, or
- An SOM\textsubscript{INS} is also correct after the enabling sequence at the beginning of the message exchange for sending a time and status message.

5.4.9.1. Determine If Periodic Messages Are Activated

\[ \text{Periodic\_Messages\_Are\_Activated}(f\_history) = \]
\[ f\_history \neq <> \]
\[ Y \]
\[ \text{if is-EC\_Event}(\text{Last}(f\_history)) \text{ then} \]
\[ \text{let mk-EC\_Event(last\_event,) = Last}(f\_history) \text{ in} \]
\[ \{ \text{last\_event} = \text{ATTN2} \rightarrow \text{false}, \quad --6.2.1.c \]
\[ \text{last\_event} = \text{ATTN4} \rightarrow \text{false}, \quad --6.2.1.a \]
\[ \text{last\_event} = \text{mk-Select\_Data\_Msg( ,None )} \quad --\text{p.8-10} \]
\[ \rightarrow \text{false}, \]
\[ \text{last\_event} = \text{mk-Select\_Data\_Msg( ,Attitude )} \]
\[ \rightarrow \text{true}, \]
\[ \text{last\_event} = \text{mk-Select\_Data\_Msg( ,Navigation )} \]
\[ \rightarrow \text{true}, \]
\[ \text{last\_event} = \text{mk-Select\_Data\_Msg( ,Both )} \]
\[ \rightarrow \text{true}, \]
\[ T \]
\[ \rightarrow \text{Periodic\_Messages\_Are\_Activated}( \text{Front}(f\_history) ) \}
\[ \text{else} \]
\[ \text{Periodic\_Messages\_Are\_Activated}( \text{Front}(f\_history) ) \}

\textbf{type: Event\_List . BOOL}

\textbf{Rationale:}
- Periodic messages are activated only if a select data message (for attitude data, navigation data, or both) exists in the history and an ATTN2 or ATTN4 or select data for no data does not occur later.
5.4.9.2. Given that Periodic Messages are Activated, Is SOM Correct?

\[
\text{SOM\_Is\_Correct\_When\_Periodic\_Msgs\_Are\_Activated\_at\_INS}(f\_history)(\text{som\_time}) =
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{cases } \text{Number\_Of\_Outstanding\_SOMs\_Sent\_at\_INS}(f\_history) =
\begin{cases}
0 \rightarrow \\
\text{cases } \text{Last\_n}(2,f\_history):
\begin{cases}
\text{Last\_n}(2,f\_history): \rightarrow \text{-6.3.2.2.a} \\
< \text{mk-EC\_Event}( , ), \text{mk-INS\_Event}(\text{ACK}, ) > \rightarrow \text{true},
\end{cases}
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
< \text{mk-INS\_Event}( , ), \text{mk-INS\_Event}(\text{event\_info}, ) > \rightarrow \
\text{is-Signal\_to\_INS\_Operator}(\text{event\_info}),
\]

\[
< \text{mk-INS\_Event}( , ), \text{mk-EC\_Event}(\text{ACK}, ) > \rightarrow \text{true},
\]

\[
< \text{mk-EC\_Event}( , ), \text{mk-EC\_Event}(\text{event\_info}, ) > \rightarrow \
\text{is-Signal\_to\_EC\_Operator}(\text{event\_info}),
\]

\[
T \rightarrow \text{false },
\]

(0 -->
\[
\text{cases } \text{Last}(f\_history):
\begin{cases}
\text{Last}(f\_history): \rightarrow \\
< \text{mk-INS\_Event}(\text{ef}, ) > \rightarrow \text{ef = ATTN1},
\end{cases}
\]

\[
\text{mk-EC\_Event}(\text{ef}, \text{ef\_time}) \rightarrow \text{ef = ATTN1}
\]

\[
Z \text{ef = NAK}
\]

\[
( \text{ef = NRTR} Y \text{som\_time} - \text{ef\_time} > \text{Sleep\_Period })
\]

\[
T \rightarrow \text{false }
\]

\[
type: \text{Event\_List} . (\text{Time\_Stamp} . \text{BOOL})
\]

**Rationale:**

- If there are no outstanding SOMs (i.e. no incomplete message transfer sequences from the INS to the EC), then the SOM must follow one of the indicated EF events or a signal to the operator.

- If there is one outstanding SOM, then the SOM in question must follow an ATTN1, NAK, or an NRTR.

- If it follows an NRTR, there must be at least a Sleep\_Period separation in time.
5.4.9.3. Given that Communications Have Just Been Enabled, Is SOM Correct?

\[
\text{SOM}\_\text{Is}\_\text{Correct\_When\_Periodic\_Msgs\_Are\_Not\_Activated\_at\_INS}(f\_history) =
\begin{cases}
0 & \text{if Ends\_in\_Enabling\_Sequence}(f\_history), \quad \text{-6.3.2.2.a} \\
1 & \text{let } i \in \text{ind } f\_history \text{ be s.t.} \\
\text{Number\_of\_Outstanding\_SOMs\_Sent\_at\_INS} (\langle f\_history[j] \mid 1 \leq j < i \rangle) = 0 \\
Y
(\forall k \in \text{ind } f\_history) \quad (k > i) \Rightarrow
(\text{cases } f\_history[k]:
\begin{cases}
\text{mk-INS\_Event}(SOM, ) & \quad \text{--> false,} \\
T & \quad \text{--> true}
\end{cases})
\text{in }
\text{Ends\_in\_Enabling\_Sequence}(\langle f\_history[j] \mid 1 \leq j < i \rangle)
\end{cases}
\]

\[
Y
\text{cases Last}(f\_history):
(\text{mk-INS\_Event}(ef, ) \quad \text{--> ef = ATTN1,}
\text{mk-BC\_Event}(ef,ef\_time) \quad \text{--> ef = ATTN1}
Z
\text{ef = NAK}
Z
(\text{ef = NRTR Y}
\text{som\_time - ef\_time > Sleep\_Period}),
\quad T \quad \text{--> false})
\]

\text{type: Event\_List \cdot BOOL}

\text{Rationale:}

- If the SOM is the beginning of a message transfer of the time and status message and this is the time and status message that is due immediately after communications have been enabled, then the SOM must be preceded immediately by the enabling sequence.

- The SOM could also be the start of a retry for this message transfer.
5.4.10. SOTM

\[
\text{SOTM\_Is\_Correct\_at\_INS}(f\_history)(sotm\_time) = \]
\[
\begin{cases}
\text{Number\_of\_Outstanding\_SOTMs\_Sent\_at\_INS}(f\_history): & -6.3.2.2.a-c \\
0 & \rightarrow \\
\text{Last\_n}(3, f\_history): & -6.3.2.2.a-c \\
\langle \langle m_k-\text{EC\_Event}(m_k-\text{Test\_Msg}(), ), \\
m_k-\text{EC\_Event}(\text{EOM}, ), \\
m_k-\text{INS\_Event}(\text{ACK}, ) \rangle \rightarrow \text{true}, \\
\langle \langle m_k-\text{EC\_Event}(m_k-\text{Test\_Msg}(), ), \\
m_k-\text{EC\_Event}(\text{EOM}, ), \\
m_k-\text{INS\_Event}(\text{NAK}, ) \rangle \rightarrow \text{true}, \\
\text{T} & \rightarrow \text{false} \\
1 & \rightarrow \\
\text{Last}(f\_history): & -6.3.2.1.b & 6.3.6.2.a \\
\langle m_k-\text{INS\_Event}(\text{ef}, ) \rightarrow \text{ef} = \text{ATTN1}, -6.3.2.1.b & 6.3.6.2.a \\
m_k-\text{EC\_Event}(\text{ef}, \text{ef\_time} ) \rightarrow \text{ef} = \text{ATTN1}, -6.3.6.1 \\
\text{Z} & \text{ef} = \text{NAK}, -6.3.6.1 \\
\text{Z} & \text{ef} = \text{NRTR} \text{ Y} \\
\text{sotm\_time - ef\_time} > \text{Sleep\_Period} & \text{Y} \\
\text{T} & \rightarrow \text{false} \\
\end{cases}
\]

\text{type: Event\_List} \cdot \text{(Time\_Stamp \cdot BOOL)}

\text{Rationale:}

- If there are no outstanding SOTMs (i.e., no incomplete test message transfers from the INS to the EC), then an SOTM must follow one of the event triples.

- If there is one outstanding SOTM, then the SOTM in question must follow an ATTN1, NAK, or an NRTR.

- If it follows an NRTR, there must be at least a Sleep\_Period separation in time.
5.5. Determine Correctness of Individual INS Data Message Events

5.5.1. Test Message

Test_Msg_Is_Correct_at_INS(f_history) (event_info) =

\[\text{cases Last_n}(2,f_{\text{history}}) \quad -6.3.2.1.a \quad \& \quad 6.3.2.3.c\]
\[\langle \text{mk-INS \_Event(SOTM, )}, \]
\[\text{mk-EC \_Event(RTR, )} \rangle \rightarrow \text{true},\]
\[T \quad \rightarrow \text{false} \]
\[\wedge\]
\[\text{let i} \in \text{ind f}_{\text{history}} \text{ be s.t.} \quad -6.3.2.3.c\]
\[\text{cases} < f_{\text{history}[j]} \mid 1 \leq j \leq i+2 >:\]
\[\langle \text{mk-EC \_Event(mk-Test \_Msg( ), ),} \]
\[\text{mk-EC \_Event(EOM, ),} \]
\[\text{mk-INS \_Event(ef, )} \rangle \rightarrow \text{ef} \in \{\text{ACK, NAK}, \]
\[T \quad \rightarrow \text{false} \]
\[\wedge\]
\[\forall j \in \text{ind f}_{\text{history}} \quad (j > i+2) \supset \]
\[\text{cases} < f_{\text{history}[m]} \mid j-2 \leq m \leq j >:\]
\[\langle \text{mk-EC \_Event(mk-Test \_Msg( ), ),} \]
\[\text{mk-EC \_Event(EOM, ),} \]
\[\text{mk-INS \_Event(ef, )} \rangle \rightarrow \text{ef} \notin \{\text{ACK, NAK}, \]
\[T \quad \rightarrow \text{true} \]

in
\[\text{event}_\text{info} = s-\text{EC \_Event \_Info( f}_{\text{history}[i]} \) \]
\[\text{type: Event \_List. } (\text{INS \_Event \_Info . BOOL})\]

Rationale:

- SOTM and RTR must immediately precede a Test_Msg.
- Also, the test message data must be the same data received in the initiating test message from the EC.
5.5.2. Time and Status Message

\[
\text{Time	ext{\_}and	ext{\_}Status	ext{\_}Msg	ext{\_}Is	ext{\_}Correct	ext{\_}at	ext{\_}INS(f\text{\_}history)} = \\
\text{Z} \\
\text{TSM	ext{\_}Is	ext{\_}Correct	ext{\_}After	ext{\_}Enabling	ext{\_}Sequence(f\text{\_}history)} \quad --6.2.1.f \quad \& \quad p.8-32(a) \\
\text{TSM	ext{\_}Is	ext{\_}Correct	ext{\_}After	ext{\_}Select	ext{\_}Data	ext{\_}Msg(f\text{\_}history)} \quad --p.8-32(b)
\]

\textbf{type: Event\_List . BOOL}

\textbf{Rationale:}

- The time and status message can be sent on two occasions: 1) immediately after the enabling sequence, and 2) immediately after the INS receives a select data message from the EC.
- Note that [14], p. 8-32c, specifies an additional condition for sending a time and status message. This condition is not being modeled.

5.5.2.1. Determine If Time and Status Message Is Correct After Enabling Sequence

\[
\text{TSM	ext{\_}Is	ext{\_}Correct	ext{\_}After	ext{\_}Enabling	ext{\_}Sequence(f\text{\_}history)} = \\
\quad \text{cases Last\text{\_}n(2,f\text{\_}history)}: \\
\qquad ( \quad < \text{mk-INS\_Event(SOM, )}, \\
\qquad \text{mk-EC\_Event(RTR, )} \quad > \quad \text{--6.3.2.1.a} \\
\qquad \text{SOM\_Is\_Correct\_When\_Periodic\_Msgs\_Are\_Not\_Activated\_at\_INS} \\
\qquad \text{(Front(Front(f\text{\_}history)))}, \\
\qquad T \quad \text{--> false} \\
\quad \text{--false } \\
\]

\textbf{type: Event\_List . BOOL}

\textbf{Rationale:}

- The message must be preceded by an SOM and an RTR.
- In addition, the disabling sequence must precede those initial EFs. This is ensured by stripping off the SOM and the RTR and applying the function that ensures that an SOM is correct when periodic messages are not activated. The only place that an SOM\textsubscript{INS} can appear when periodic messages are not activated is immediately after an enabling sequence.
5.5.2.2. Determine if Time and Status Message is Correct after Select Data Message

\[ TSM_{\text{Is\:Correct\:After\:Select\:Data\:Msg}}(f_{\text{history}}) = \]

\text{cases } \text{Last\:n}(2,f_{\text{history}}): \quad \text{--6.3.2.1.a}
\begin{align*}
< \text{mk-INS\:Event}(\text{SOM}, & ), \\
\text{mk-EC\:Event}(\text{RTR}, & ) > & \rightarrow \text{true}, \\
T & \rightarrow \text{false} \\
\end{align*}

\text{Y}

\text{cases } \text{Number\:Of\:Outstanding\:SOMs\:Sent\:at\:INS}(f_{\text{history}}):
\begin{align*}
1 & \rightarrow \text{let } \text{trunc\:f\:history} = \text{Front}(\text{Front}(f_{\text{history}})) \text{ in } \text{--p.8-32(b)} \\
\text{cases } \text{Last\:n}(3,\text{trunc\:f\:history}): \\
\text{let } \text{trunc\:f\:history} = \text{Front}(\text{Front}(f_{\text{history}})) \text{ in } \text{--p.8-32(b)} \\
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
& < \text{mk-EC\:Event}(\text{mk-Select\:Data\:Msg}(, \text{Attitude}) ), \\
& \text{mk-EC\:Event}(\text{EOM}, ), \\
& \text{mk-INS\:Event}(\text{ACK}, ) > \rightarrow \text{true}, \\
& < \text{mk-EC\:Event}(\text{mk-Select\:Data\:Msg}(, \text{Navigation}) ), \\
& \text{mk-EC\:Event}(\text{EOM}, ), \\
& \text{mk-INS\:Event}(\text{ACK}, ) > \rightarrow \text{true}, \\
& < \text{mk-EC\:Event}(\text{mk-Select\:Data\:Msg}(, \text{Both}) ), \\
& \text{mk-EC\:Event}(\text{EOM}, ), \\
& \text{mk-INS\:Event}(\text{ACK}, ) > \rightarrow \text{true}, \\
& T \rightarrow \text{false} \\
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
2 & \rightarrow \\
& \text{TSM}_{\text{Is\:Correct\:After\:Select\:Data\:Msg}}(\text{Front}(\text{Front}(\text{Front}(f_{\text{history}}))))^\wedge \text{Last\:n}(2,f_{\text{history}}) \\
& T \rightarrow \text{false} \\
\end{align*}

\text{type: Event\:List\:\:BOO}

\textbf{Rationale:}

- The message must be preceded by an SOM and an RTR.
- A select data message must precede the SOM that initiated the message transfer. Moreover, the select data message indeed must opt for data to be sent.
5.5.3. Attitude Message

Attitude_Msg_Is_Correct_at_INS(f_history)(event_info) =

cases Last_n(2,f_history):
    ( < mk-INS_Event(SOM, ),
      mk-EC_Event(RTR, )  > --> Valid_Data_Message(event_info),
     T                       --> false )
type: Event_List . (INS_Event_Info . BOOL)

Rationale:

• Given the correctness of SOM at the EC (which has already been established, see Section 2.4.4.), the event sequences above are the only ones that may immediately precede an Attitude_Msg, or any non-test message for that matter.

• Correctness of the appearance of a periodic message is actually expressed when EOM is checked. At that point periodicity and timeliness are checked.

5.5.4. Navigation Message

Navigation_Msg_Is_Correct_at_INS(f_history)(event_info) =

cases Last_n(2,f_history):
    ( < mk-INS_Event(SOM, ),
      mk-EC_Event(RTR, )  > --> Valid_Data_Msg(event_info),
     T                       --> false )
type: Event_List . (INS_Event_Info . BOOL)

Rationale:

• Given the correctness of SOM at the EC (which has already been established, see Section 2.4.4.), the event sequences above are the only ones that may immediately precede a Navigation_Msg, or any non-test message for that matter.

• Correctness of the appearance of a periodic message is actually expressed when EOM is checked. At that point periodicity and timeliness are checked.
5.6. Determine the Correctness of Each INS Signal to Operator

5.6.1. Time-Out After EC Initiated SOM at INS

Time_Out_After_EC_Initiated_SOM_at_INS(f_history) =

cases Last_n(3,f_history):
  (<mk-EC_Event(SOM, ),
   mk-INS_Event(RTR, ),
   mk-INS_Event(ATTN1, )> --> true,
   T --> false)

type: Event_List . BOOL

Rationale:

• The INS will time out the EC (causing an ATTN1 to be sent) and alert the operator if the EC does not send its message within 10.24 ms after the INS is ready ([14], 6.3.2.2.b). The time-out period is not used by this function but is used when expressing the correctness of the ATTN1 being sent before the signal to the operator.

• [14] 6.3.2.1.a is read to imply that ATTN1 is issued before the operator is alerted.

5.6.2. Time-Out After EC Initiated SOTM at INS

Time_Out_After_EC_Initiated_SOTM_at_INS(f_history) =

cases Last_n(3,f_history):
  (<mk-EC_Event(SOTM, ),
   mk-INS_Event(RTR, ),
   mk-INS_Event(ATTN1, )> --> true,
   T --> false)

type: Event_List . BOOL

Rationale:

• The INS will time out the EC (causing an ATTN1 to be sent) and alert the operator if the EC does not send its test message within 10.24 ms after the INS is ready ([14], 6.3.2.2.b, 6.3.2.3.a). The actual time-out period is used when expressing the correctness of the ATTN1 being sent before the signal to the operator.

• [14] 6.3.2.1.a is read to imply that ATTN1 is issued before the operator is alerted.
5.6.3. Error After Second SOM at INS

Error_After_Second_SOM_at_INS(f_history) =

\[ \text{Time_Out_After_Second_SOM_at_INS(f_history)} \quad -\quad 6.3.2.1.a(2) \]
\[ \lor \]
\[ \text{NRTR_Received_After_Second_SOM_at_INS(f_history)} \quad -\quad 6.3.2.1.b(2) \]
\[ \lor \]
\[ \text{NAK_Received_After_Second_SOM_at_INS(f_history)} \quad -\quad 6.3.2.1.e \]

\text{type: Event_List . BOOL}

Rationale:

- Failing a second attempt to communicate after a SOM is due to any of the following:
  - An INS time out occurs
  - The EC is not ready (NRTR)
  - The message is not accepted by the EC (NAK)

5.6.3.1. Time-out After Second SOM at INS

Time_Out_After_Second_SOM_at_INS(f_history) =

\[ \text{Number_Of_Outstanding_SOMs_Sent_at_INS(f_history)} = 2 \]
\[ \wedge \]
\[ \text{cases Last}(f\text{\_history}) : \]
\[ (\text{mk-INS\text{\_Event(ATTN1, ) --> true}}, \]
\[ T \]
\[ \quad \text{--> false}) \]

\text{type: Event_List . BOOL}

Rationale:

- An INS time out of the EC always results in an ATTN1 being sent to the EC ([14], 6.3.2.1.a(2), 6.3.6.2.a, 6.3.2.1.c). This covers time outs directly following the second SOM as well as those following the EOM.
- [14] 6.3.2.1.a is read to imply that ATTN1 is issued before the operator is alerted.
5.6.3.2. Received an NRTR After Second SOM at INS

NRTR_Received_After_Second_SOM_at_INS(f_history) =

\[
\text{Number\_Of\_Outstanding\_SOMs\_Sent\_at\_INS(f\_history) = 2} \wedge
\text{cases Last(f\_history):}
\begin{align*}
&\text{mk-EC Event(NRTR, )} \rightarrow \text{true,} \\
&\text{T} \rightarrow \text{false}
\end{align*}
\]

\text{type: Event\_List . BOOL}

\text{Rationale:}

- If, by the second attempt, the EC is not ready to receive a message, the INS operator is alerted ([14], 6.3.2.1.b(2)).

5.6.3.3. Received a NAK After Second SOM at INS

NAK_Received_After_Second_SOM_at_INS(f_history) =

\[
\text{Number\_Of\_Outstanding\_SOMs\_Sent\_at\_INS(f\_history) = 2} \wedge
\text{cases Last(f\_history):}
\begin{align*}
&\text{mk-EC Event(NAK, )} \rightarrow \text{true,} \\
&\text{T} \rightarrow \text{false}
\end{align*}
\]

\text{type: Event\_List . BOOL}

\text{Rationale:}

- If, by the second attempt, the EC does not acknowledge the receipt of a message, the INS operator is alerted ([14], 6.3.2.1.e).

5.6.4. Error After Second SOTM at INS

Error_After_Second_SOTM_at_INS(f_history) =

\[
\text{Time\_Out\_After\_Second\_SOTM\_at\_INS(f\_history)} \lor
\text{NRTR\_Received\_After\_Second\_SOTM\_at\_INS(f\_history)} \lor
\text{NAK\_Received\_After\_Second\_SOTM\_at\_INS(f\_history)}
\]

\text{type: Event\_List . BOOL}

\text{Rationale:}

- Failing a second attempt to communicate after a SOTM is due to any of the following:
  - An INS time out occurs
• The EC is not ready (NRTR)
• The test message is not accepted by the EC (NAK)

5.6.4.1. Time-out After Second SOTM at INS

\[
\text{Time\_Out\_After\_Second\_SOTM\_at\_INS}(f\_history) = \\
\text{Number\_Of\_Outstanding\_SOTMs\_Sent\_at\_INS}(f\_history) = 2 \\
\land \\
\text{cases Last}(f\_history): \\
\quad (\text{mk-INS\_Event}(\text{ATTN1}), ) \rightarrow \text{true}, \\
\quad T \rightarrow \text{false}
\]

\text{type: Event\_List} \cdot \text{BOOL}

\text{Rationale:}

• An INS time out of the EC always results in an ATTN1 being sent to the EC ([14], 6.3.2.3.c, 6.3.2.1.a(2), 6.3.6.2.a, 6.3.2.1.c.). This covers time outs directly following the second SOTM as well as those following the EOM.
• [14] 6.3.2.1.a is read to imply that ATTN1 is issued before the operator is alerted.

5.6.4.2. Received an NRTR After Second SOTM at INS

\[
\text{NRTR\_Received\_After\_Second\_SOTM\_at\_INS}(f\_history) = \\
\text{Number\_Of\_Outstanding\_SOTMs\_Sent\_at\_INS}(f\_history) = 2 \\
\land \\
\text{cases Last}(f\_history): \\
\quad (\text{mk-EC\_Event}(\text{NRTR}), ) \rightarrow \text{true}, \\
\quad T \rightarrow \text{false}
\]

\text{type: Event\_List} \cdot \text{BOOL}

\text{Rationale:}

• If, by the second attempt, the EC is not ready to receive a test message, the INS operator is alerted ([14], 6.3.2.3.c, 6.3.2.1.b(2)).
5.6.4.3. Received a NAK After Second SOTM at INS

\[
\text{NAK\_Received\_After\_Second\_SOTM\_at\_INS}(f\_history) = \\
\quad \begin{cases} \\
\text{Number\_Of\_Outstanding\_SOTMs\_Sent\_at\_INS}(f\_history) = 2 \\
\text{cases Last}(f\_history): \\
\quad \text{mk-EC\_Event}(\text{NAK}, \text{true}, \text{T}, \text{false}) \\
\end{cases}
\]

\text{type: Event\_List . BOOL}

\text{Rationale:}

\quad • If, by the second attempt, the EC does not acknowledge the receipt of a test message, the INS operator is alerted ( [14], 6.3.2.3.c, 6.3.2.1.e).

5.6.5. An Invalid Message or Test Message Was Received at INS

\[
\text{Invalid\_Message\_Or\_Test\_Message\_Received\_at\_INS}(f\_history) = \\
\quad \begin{cases} \\
\text{f\_history} \neq <> \\
\text{cases Last}(f\_history): \\
\quad \text{mk-INS\_Event}(\text{NAK}, \text{true}, \text{T}, \text{false}) \\
\end{cases}
\]

\text{type: Event\_List . BOOL}

\text{Rationale:}

\quad • Whenever an invalid message or test message is received by the INS, a NAK is sent to the EC and the operator is alerted ( [14], 6.3.2.2.c, 6.3.2.3.b). NAK is only issued by the INS in the case of invalid messages.

5.6.6. Received an ATTN1 at INS

\[
\text{ATTN1\_Received\_at\_INS}(f\_history) = \\
\quad \begin{cases} \\
\text{f\_history} \neq <> \\
\text{cases Last}(f\_history): \\
\quad \text{mk-EC\_Event}(\text{ATTN1}, \text{true}, \text{T}, \text{false}) \\
\end{cases}
\]

\text{type: Event\_List . BOOL}

\text{Rationale:}

\quad • When the INS receives an ATTN1, it alerts the INS operator ( [14], 6.3.6.2.d).
6. Formal Model EC Functions

6.1. Determine If Protocol Is Obeyed at the EC

\[
\text{Protocol\_Obeyed\_at\_EC}(\text{history})(\text{events\_at\_ec}) = \\
(\text{events\_at\_ec} \neq <>) \supset (\text{let first\_event} = \text{hd events\_at\_ec} \text{ in} \\
(\text{is\text{-}EC\_Event(first\_event)} \supset \text{Event\_Is\_Correct\_at\_EC(history)(first\_event)}) \\
\land \\
\text{Protocol\_Obeyed\_at\_EC(history} \uparrow <\text{first\_event}>)(\text{tl events\_at\_ec})))
\]

\text{type: Event\_List . (Event\_List . BOOL)}

Rationale:

- This function determines if the protocol is obeyed by the EC, i.e., ensures that the EC generates \textit{correct} events. Note that from the EC perspective, its own events are correct or incorrect and INS events are expected or unexpected.

- This function examines each event in a sequence and determines if it is correct in the context of a history.

- Note that event filtering does not take place within this function as it does in the equivalent INS function.

6.2. Look at Each EC Event in Context of History

\[
\text{Event\_Is\_Correct\_at\_EC(history)(ec\_event)} = \\
\text{let mk\text{-}EC\_Event(event\_info,) = ec\_event in} \\
(\text{is\text{-}Comms\_Event(event\_info)} \rightarrow \text{Comms\_Event\_Is\_Correct\_at\_EC(history)(ec\_event)}, \\
\text{let f\_history} = \text{Filter\_Event\_List\_at\_EC(history) in} \\
\text{Non\_Comms\_Event\_Is\_Correct\_at\_EC(f\_history)(ec\_event))}
\]

\text{type: Event\_List . (EC\_Event . BOOL)}

Rationale:

- This function separates the treatment of communications events and noncommunications events.
• Filter_Event_List_at_EC removes unexpected INS events (caused by transmission errors or incorrect INS behavior), thus simplifying the event stream that needs to be examined. In essence this process removes INS events that the EC may ignore. It is only done when the current event is an EC non-communication event, since out-of-sequence INS EFs may cause the EC to respond with an ATTN1.

6.2.1. Look at Each EC Communications Event in Context of History

Comms_Event_Is_Correct_at_EC(history)(ec_event) =

let mk-EC_Event(event_info,) = ec_event in
(is-EF_Event(event_info) --> EF:Event_Is_Correct_at_EC(history)(ec_event),

is-Data_Message(event_info) -->
let f_history = Filter_Event_List_at_EC(history) in
Data_Event_Is_Correct_at_EC(f_history)(ec_event))

type: Event_List . (EC_Event : BOOL)

Rationale:

• This function separates the treatment of EF events and data events.

• Filter_Event_List_at_EC removes unexpected INS events (caused by transmission errors or incorrect INS behavior), thus simplifying the event stream that needs to be examined. In essence this process removes INS events that the EC may ignore. It is only done for data messages, since out-of-sequence INS EFs may cause the EC to respond with an ATTN1.
6.2.1.1. Look at Each EC Communications EF Event in Context of History

EF_Event_Is_Correct_at_EC(history)(ec_event) =

let mk-EC_Event(event_info,event_time) = ec_event in
if event_info = ATTN1 then
    ATTN1_Is_Correct_at_EC(history)(event_time)
else
    let f_history = Filter_Event_List_at_EC(history) in
    cases event_info:
    (ACK --> ACK_Is_Correct_at_EC(f_history)(event_time),
    ATTN2 --> ATTN2_Is_Correct_at_EC(f_history)(event_time),
    ATTN4 --> ATTN4_Is_Correct_at_EC(f_history),
    EOM --> EOM_Is_Correct_at_EC(f_history)(event_time),
    NAK --> NAK_Is_Correct_at_EC(f_history)(event_time),
    NRTR --> NRTR_Is_Correct_at_EC(f_history)(event_time),
    RTR --> RTR_Is_Correct_at_EC(f_history)(event_time),
    SOM --> SOM_Is_Correct_at_EC(f_history)(event_time),
    SOTM --> SOTM_Is_Correct_at_EC(f_history)(event_time),
    Error_EF -->
    false)

type: Event_List . (INS_Event : BOOL)

Rationale:

- This function divides EF events into the individual EFs and invokes functions to express the conditions for the individual EFs.

- Filter_Event_List_at_EC removes unexpected INS events (caused by transmission errors or incorrect INS behavior), thus simplifying the event stream that needs to be examined. In essence this process removes INS events that the EC may ignore. It is done for all EC EFs except ATTN1, since out-of-sequence INS EFs may cause the EC to respond with an ATTN1.
6.2.1.2. Look at Each EC Data Event in Context of History

Data_Message_Is_Correct_at_EC(f_history)(ec_event) =

\[
\text{let mk-EC_Event(event_info, ) = ec_event in}
\]
\[
\text{(is-Test_Msg(event_info) \rightarrow Test_Msg_Is_Correct_at_EC(f_history)(ec_event),}
\]
\[
is-Select_Data_Msg(event_info) \rightarrow \ \text{Select_Data_Msg_Is_Correct_at_EC(f_history)(ec_event)},
\]
\[
T \rightarrow \text{false)}
\]

Rationale:
- This function separates the treatment of test messages, select data messages, and other messages (the latter are never correct data events from the EC).

6.2.2. Look at Each EC Non-Communications Event in Context of History

Non_Comms_Event_Is_Correct_at_EC(f_history)(ec_event) =

\[
\text{let mk-EC_Event(event_info, ) = ec_event in}
\]
\[
\text{(is-Signal_from_EC_Operator(event_info) \rightarrow Signal_from_EC_Operator_Is_Correct_at_EC,}
\]
\[
T \rightarrow \text{Signal_to_EC_Operator_Is_Correct_at_EC(f_history))}
\]

Rationale:
- This function separates the treatment of signals from and to the EC operator.

6.2.2.1. Look at Each EC Signal from the Operator in Context of History

Signal_from_EC_Operator_Is_Correct_at_EC =

\[
\text{true}
\]

Rationale:
- The behavior of the EC operator is part of the environment of the system and outside its control.
6.2.2.2. Look at Each EC Signal to the Operator in Context of History

\[
\text{Signal\_to\_EC\_Operator\_Is\_Correct\_at\_EC}(f_{\text{history}}) = \ldots
\]

\textit{type: Event\_List . BOOL}

\textbf{Rationale:}

- The EC may send signals to its operator. The specification of when such signals occur is not part of the communication protocol.

6.3. Filter Event List at EC

\[
\text{Filter\_Event\_List\_at\_EC}(\text{events\_at\_ec}) = \text{Remove\_Unexpected\_INS\_Events}(<>)(\text{events\_at\_ec}) -- 6.3.6.1.c
\]

\textit{type: Event\_List . Event\_List}

\textbf{Rationale:}

- Out-of-sequence INS EFs can be ignored, except when considering the legality of an EC ATTN1.
6.3.1. Remove Unexpected INS Events at EC

Remove_Unexpected_EC_Events(history)(events_at_ec) =

\[
\text{(events_at_ec} \neq <> \rightarrow \\
\text{(let first_event} = \text{hd} \text{events_at_ec in} \\
\text{is-INS_Event(first_event)} \land \\
\text{is-Comms_Event(s-INS_Event_Info(first_event))} \rightarrow \\
\text{(Comms_Event_Is_Correct_at_INS(history)(first_event) \rightarrow \\
Remove_Unexpected_INS_Events(history ^ <first_event>)} \\
\text{tl events_at_EC)} \rightarrow \\
\text{Remove_Unexpected_INS_Events(history ^ <first_event>)), \\
\text{tl events_at_ec)} \rightarrow \\
\text{history)}
\]

type: Event_List . (Event_List . Event_List)

Rationale:

- Out-of-sequence INS EFs are defined as those not satisfying the “INS correctness.”

6.4. Determine Correctness of Individual EC EF Events

6.4.1. ACK

ACK_Is_Correct_at_EC(f_history)(ack_time) =

cases Last_n(2,f_history):
\[
\text{(mk-INS_Event(data_msg,)}, \\
\text{mk-INS_EVENT(EOM,eom_time)>} \rightarrow \\
\text{Valid_Data_Message(data_msg)} \rightarrow \\
\text{ack_time - eom_time} \leq \text{Time_Out_Period_at_INS, \\
\text{false)}
\]

type: Event_List . (Time_Stamp . BOOL)

Rationale:

- The EC acknowledges the receipt of a message (responds with an ACK) after the corresponding EOM if the message is valid.
- The ACK response must occur before the INS time-out period associated with the EOM.
6.4.2. ATTN1

\[\text{ATTN1\_Is\_Correct\_at\_EC}(\text{history})(\text{attn1\_time}) = \]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{history} \neq <>^\wedge & \quad \text{(is-INS\_Event}(\text{Last}(\text{history}))) \rightarrow \quad - 6.3.6.1.c \\
\quad \	ext{INS\_EF\_Is\_Out\_Of\_Sequence\_at\_EC}(\text{Front}(\text{history}))(\text{Last}(\text{history})), \\
\quad \text{T} \rightarrow \quad - 6.3.6.1.a \\
\quad \text{let mk-EC\_Event}(\text{last\_event},\text{last\_event\_time}) = \text{Last}(\text{history}) \text{ in} \\
\quad \text{last\_event} \in \{\text{RTR}, \text{SOM}, \text{SOTM}\} \\
\quad \wedge \quad \text{attn1\_time} - \text{last\_event\_time} > \text{Time\_Out\_Period\_at\_EC})
\end{align*}
\]

\text{type: Event\_List . (Time\_Stamp . BOOL)}

\text{Rationale:}

- An ATTN1 from the EC is either the response to an INS EF that is received out of sequence, or to the EC timing out the INS in cases where a timely response is required (after RTR, SOM or SOTM, but not after EOM as at the INS; [14] 6.3.2.1.b, 6.3.2.2.a, 6.3.2.3.a).

- Note that the INS\_EF\_Is\_Out\_Of\_Sequence\_at\_EC function is true for histories that include periodic messages that do not satisfy the required periodicity.

6.4.2.1. Detect out of Sequence INS EF Events at EC

\[\text{INS\_EF\_Is\_Out\_Of\_Sequence\_at\_EC}(\text{history})(\text{ins\_event}) = \]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{let f\_history = Filter\_Event\_List\_at\_EC}(\text{history}) \text{ in} \\
\text{let mk-INS\_Event}(\text{last\_event}, ) = \text{ins\_event} \text{ in} \\
\text{is-EF\_Event}(\text{last\_event}) \\
\wedge \quad \text{EF\_Event\_Is\_Correct\_at\_INS}(f\_history)(\text{ins\_event})
\end{align*}
\]

\text{type: Event\_List . (INS\_Event . BOOL)}

\text{Rationale:}

- For an INS event to be an out-of-sequence EF (at the EC), it must (obviously) be an EF event, and secondly it must be incorrect when seen as an event at the INS, given the history as seen by the EC [14] (6.3.6.1.c).
6.4.3. ATTN2

\[ \text{ATTN2} \_\text{Is\_Correct\_at\_EC}(f_\text{history})(\text{attn2\_time}) = \]
\[ \text{Enabling\_Requested\_at\_EC}(f_\text{history}) \]
\[ \land \]
\[ \text{Initiating\_EF\_Not\_Too\_Soon\_at\_EC}(f_\text{history})(\text{attn2\_time}) \quad -- 6.2.3.2.b \]

\textit{type: Event\_List . (Time\_Stamp . BOOL)}

\textbf{Rationale:}

\begin{itemize}
  \item ATTN2 is issued by the EC as the first EF in an enabling sequence ([14], 6.2.1.b and p. 5-2). Hence, enabling must have been requested by the EC operator.
  \item ATTN2 falls into the category of initiating EFs (which includes SOM and SOTM as well), and no more than two of such EFs are allowed per second.
\end{itemize}

6.4.3.1. No More Than Two Initiating EFs per Second from the EC

\[ \text{Initiating\_EF\_Not\_Too\_Soon\_at\_EC}(f_\text{history})(\text{current\_time}) = \]
\[ (\forall i,j \in \text{ind}_{f_\text{history}}) \]
\[ (\text{is\_EC\_Event}(f_\text{history}[i]) \land \text{is\_EC\_Event}(f_\text{history}[j]) \]
\[ \land i < j \]
\[ \land \text{current\_time} - \text{s\_Time\_Stamp}(f_\text{history}[i]) \le \text{Min\_Initiating\_Pair\_Separation\_Time} \supset \]
\[ \neg \{\text{event\_info}_i,\text{event\_info}_j\} \subset \{\text{SOM, SOTM, ATTN2}\} \]

\textit{type: Event\_List . (Time\_Stamp . BOOL)}

\textbf{Rationale:}

\begin{itemize}
  \item No more than two initiating EFs (i.e., SOM, SOTM or ATTN2) may occur within one second [14] (6.2.3.2.b).
  \item This means that for any two previous EC events (from the history) that happened within that period, they cannot both fall into this category of initiating EFs.
\end{itemize}
6.4.3.2. Enabling has been Requested by the EC Operator

\[
\text{Enabling Requested at EC}(\text{f}_\text{history}) = \\
f_\text{history} \neq \langle \rangle \\
\wedge \\
(\text{if is-EC Event(Last(}f_\text{history}))\text{ then } \\
\text{EC Event Info(Last(}f_\text{history})) = \text{Enable Comms} \\
\text{else Enabling Requested at EC(Front(}f_\text{history}))}
\]

\text{type: Event List : BOOL}

Rationale:

- The last EC event in the history must be an operator request for enabling communications.
6.4.4. ATTN4

ATTN4_Is_Correct_at_EC(f_history) =

Disabling_Requested_at_EC(f_history)

type: Event_List . BOOL

Rationale:

• ATTN4 from the EC is the EF used to disable communication. ATTN4 can be issued whenever the EC operator requests it [14] (6.2.2.a).

6.4.4.1. Disabling has been Requested by the EC Operator

Disabling_Requested_at_EC(f_history) =

f_history ≠ <>
^
(if is-EC_Event(Last(f_history)) then
  s-EC_Event_Info(Last(f_history)) = Disable_Comms
else Disabling_Requested_at_EC(Front(f_history)))

type: Event_List . BOOL

Rationale:

• The last EC event in the history must be an operator request for disabling communications.

6.4.5. EOM

EOM_Is_Correct_at_EC(f_history)(eom_time) =

cases Last_n(2,f_history):
  (mk-INS_Event(RTR,rtr_time),
   mk-EC_Event(ec_info, ))> -->
   is-Data_Message(ec_info)
   ^
   eom_time - rtr_time ≤ Time_Out_Period_at_INS, -- 6.3.2.2.b
   T -->
   false)

type: Event_List . (Time_Stamp . BOOL)

Rationale:

• An EOM must follow a data message from the EC [14] (6.2.3.2).

• It must be issued before the INS times out the EC.
6.4.6. NAK

\[ \text{NAK\_Is\_Correct\_at\_EC}(f\_history)(nak\_time) = \]

\[
\begin{cases}
\text{Last}_n(2,f\_history): \\
\left(\langle\text{mk-INS\_Event}(\text{data\_msg},),
\right. \\
\text{mk-INS\_Event}(\text{EOM},\text{eom\_time})\rangle \rightarrow
\end{cases}
\]

\[
\neg \text{Valid\_Data\_Message}(\text{data\_msg}) -- 6.3.2.1.d
\]

\[
\wedge \text{nak\_time} - \text{eom\_time} \leq \text{Time\_Out\_Period\_at\_INS}, -- 6.2.3.2.a
\]

\[\text{false}\]

\text{type: Event\_List . (Time\_Stamp . BOOL)}

\text{Rationale:}

- When a message has been received from the INS (terminated by an EOM) and the validity check of the message fails, the EC responds with a NAK.
- The EC must issue this response before it is being timed out by the INS.

6.4.7. NRTR

\[ \text{NRTR\_Is\_Correct\_at\_EC}(f\_history)(nrtr\_time) = \]

\[
\text{f\_history} \neq <> \\
\left(\langle\neg \text{Data\_Buffer\_Is\_Ready\_at\_EC}(f\_history) \right. \\
\left. \wedge \text{cases Last}(f\_history): \right. \\
\left. \langle\text{mk-INS\_Event}(\text{SOM},\text{som\_time}) \rightarrow \right. \\
\left. \text{nrtr\_time} - \text{som\_time} \leq \text{Time\_Out\_Period\_at\_INS}, -- 6.2.3.2.a \right. \\
\left. \text{mk-INS\_Event}(\text{SOTM},\text{sotm\_time}) \rightarrow \right. \\
\left. \text{nrtr\_time} - \text{sotm\_time} \leq \text{Time\_Out\_Period\_at\_INS}, -- 6.2.3.2.a \right. \\
\left. \text{false}\right)
\]

\text{type: Event\_List . (Time\_Stamp . BOOL)}

\text{Rationale:}

- An NRTR signals that the data buffer at the EC is not ready.
- An NRTR must follow either an SOM or an SOTM from the INS, and do so before the EC is timed out by the INS.
6.4.8. RTR

\[
\text{RTR\_Is\_Correct\_at\_EC}(f\_history)(rtr\_time) =
\]
\[
\text{f}\_\text{history} \neq <>^\wedge
\]
\[
\text{Data\_Buffer\_Is\_Ready\_at\_EC}(f\_history) \quad -- \quad 6.3.2.1.b^\wedge
\]
\[
\text{cases}\ Last(f\_history):
\]
\[
(\text{mk-INS\_Event}(\text{SOM},\text{som}\_time) \implies
\]
\[
\text{rtr}\_\text{time} - \text{som}\_\text{time} \leq \text{Time\_Out\_Period\_at\_INS}, \quad -- \quad 6.2.3.2.a^\rightarrow
\]
\[
(\text{mk-INS\_Event}(\text{SOTM},\text{sotm}\_time) \implies
\]
\[
\text{rtr}\_\text{time} - \text{sotm}\_\text{time} \leq \text{Time\_Out\_Period\_at\_INS}, \quad -- \quad 6.2.3.2.a^\rightarrow
\]
\[
\text{T} \quad \implies
\]
\[
\text{false}
\]

\text{type: Event\_List} . (\text{Time\_Stamp} . \text{BOOL})

\text{Rationale:}

- An RTR signals that the data buffer at the EC is ready.
- An RTR must follow either an SOM or an SOTM from the INS, and do so before the EC is timed out by the INS.

6.4.8.1. Determine whether the EC Data Buffer is Ready

\[
\text{Data\_Buffer\_Is\_Ready\_at\_EC}(f\_history) =
\]
\[
... 
\]

\text{type: Event\_List} . \text{BOOL}

\text{Rationale:}

- [14] does not define when the EC data buffer is ready. The function is included in the model because the availability of a buffer affects certain EC responses (RTR and NRTR).

6.4.9. SOM

\[
\text{SOM\_Is\_Correct\_at\_EC}(f\_history)(\text{som}\_time) =
\]
\[
\text{Communications\_are\_Enabled}(f\_history)^\wedge
\]
\[
\text{Initiating\_EF\_Not\_Too\_Soon\_at\_EC}(f\_history)(\text{som}\_time)^\wedge
\]
\[
\text{Select\_Data\_Message\_Requested}(f\_history)
\]

\text{type: Event\_List} . (\text{Time\_Stamp} . \text{BOOL})
Rationale:

- An SOM can only be sent after communications have been enabled.
- SOM falls into the category of initiating EFs (which includes SOTM and ATTN2 as well), and no more than two such EFs are allowed per second.
- SOMs are only used by the EC to initiate the sending of a select data message. Therefore, a select data message must have been requested by the operator before the EC issues an SOM.

6.4.9.1. Communications are Enabled

Communications_are_Enabled(f_history) =

\[
\text{Ends\_in\_Enabling\_Sequence}(f\_history) \quad \text{-- 6.2.1.a-e}
\]
\[
\lor
\]
\[
(f\_history \neq <>
\]
\[
\wedge
\]
\[
\text{cases}\ \text{Last}(f\_history):
\]
\[
\text{mk\-EC\_Event}(ATTN2, ) \rightarrow \text{false},
\]
\[
\text{mk\-EC\_Event}(ATTN4, ) \rightarrow \text{false},
\]
\[
T \rightarrow
\]
\[
\text{Communications\_are\_Enabled}(\text{Front}(f\_history)))
\]

\text{type: Event\_List . BOOL}

Rationale:

- Communications are enabled if the event sequence contains an enabling sequence, and there are no later ATTN2s or ATTN4s from the EC after the last enabling sequence.

6.4.9.2. A Select Data Message must have been Requested

Select_Data_Message_Requested(f_history) =

\[
f\_history \neq <>
\]
\[
\wedge
\]
\[
\text{if is-EC\_Event(Last}(f\_history)) \text{ then}
\]
\[
\text{let mk\-EC\_Event(ec\_info, ) = Last}(f\_history) \text{ in}
\]
\[
\text{ec\_info} \in \{\text{Select\_Attitude, Select\_Navigation, Select\_None, Select\_Both}\}
\]
\[
\text{else Select\_Data\_Message\_Requested}(\text{Front}(f\_history))
\]

\text{type: Event\_List . BOOL}

Rationale:

- The last EC event in the history must be an operator request for sending a select data message.
6.4.10. SOTM

SOTM_Is_Correct_at_EC(f_history)(sotm_time) =

\[
\begin{align*}
f_{\text{history}} & \neq <> \\
\wedge & \\
\text{Initiating\_EF\_Not\_Too\_Soon\_at\_EC}(f_{\text{history}})(sotm_{\text{time}}) \\
\wedge & \\
\text{cases\_Last}(f_{\text{history}}): \\
(\text{mk-INS\_Event(ATTN2, attn2\_time)} & \rightarrow \\
\text{sotm}_{\text{time}} - \text{attn2}_{\text{time}} \leq \text{Time\_Out\_Period\_at\_INS}, & \text{-- 6.2.1.c-d} \\
\text{T} & \rightarrow \\
\text{Communications\_are\_Enabled}(f_{\text{history}}) \\
\wedge & \\
\text{Test\_Message\_Requested}(f_{\text{history}}))
\end{align*}
\]

Rationale:

- SOTM falls into the category of initiating EFs (which includes SOM and ATTN2 as well), and no more than two of such EFs are allowed per second.

- Moreover, the SOTM must either:
  - follow an ATTN2 from the INS (as part of enabling the communications), or
  - have been explicitly requested by the EC operator (in which case communications must have been enabled).

6.4.10.1. Determine If a Test Message has been Requested by the EC Operator

Test_Message_Requested(f_history) =

\[
\begin{align*}
f_{\text{history}} & \neq <> \\
\wedge & \\
(\text{if is-EC\_Event(\text{Last}(f_{\text{history}})) then} \\
\text{s-EC\_Event\_Info(\text{Last}(f_{\text{history}})) = Send\_Test} \\
\text{else} & \\
\text{Test\_Message\_Requested(\text{Front}(f_{\text{history}}))})
\end{align*}
\]

Rationale:

- The last EC event in the history must be an operator request for sending a test message.
6.5. Determine Correctness of Individual EC Data Message Events

6.5.1. Test Message

\[
\text{Test\_Msg\_Is\_Correct\_at\_EC}(f\_history)(ec\_event) =
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{let } &\text{mk-EC\_Event(test\_msg, )} = ec\_event \text{ in} \\
\text{cases } &\text{Last\_n(2,f\_history):} \\
&(\langle\text{mk-EC\_Event(SOTM, )}, \\
&\text{mk-INS\_Event(RTR, )}\rangle \rightarrow \text{Valid\_Data\_Message(test\_msg),} \\
&T \rightarrow \text{false})
\end{align*}
\]

\text{type: Event\_List . (EC\_Event : BOOL)}

Rationale:

- A test message can only be sent to the INS if the INS is ready to receive a test message [14] (6.3.2.3.a and 6.3.2.2.b).
- The test message must be valid when sent.

6.5.2. Select Data Message

\[
\text{Select\_Data\_Msg\_Is\_Correct\_at\_EC}(f\_history)(ec\_event) =
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{cases } &f\_history: \\
&(\neg f\_history\_prefix \wedge \langle\text{mk-EC\_Event(SOM, )}, \\
&\text{mk-INS\_Event(RTR, )}\rangle \rightarrow \text{Valid\_Data\_Message(select\_data\_msg),} \\
&T \rightarrow \text{false})
\end{align*}
\]

\text{type: Event\_List . (EC\_Event : BOOL)}

Rationale:

- A select data message can only be sent to the INS if the INS is ready to receive such a message ( [14], 6.3.2.2.a-b).
- The select data message must be valid.
- The select data message must specify the selection of data requested by the EC operator.
- Select data messages must not be sent too often (more than once per second).
6.5.2.1. The Corresponding Select Data Message Must have been Requested

Corresponding_Select_Data_Msg_Requested(f_history)(select_data_msg) =

\[
\text{f_history} \neq \langle \rangle \\
\begin{cases}
\text{if is-EC_Even}(\text{Last}(\text{f_history})) \text{ then} \\
\quad \text{let mk-EC_Even(ec_info, ) = Last}(\text{f_history}) \text{ in} \\
\quad \text{let selected_msg_type = s-Selected_Msg_Type}(\text{select_data_msg}) \text{ in} \\
\quad \text{cases selected_msg_type:} \\
\quad \quad \text{Attitude} \rightarrow \text{ec_info = Select_Attitude,} \\
\quad \quad \text{Navigation} \rightarrow \text{ec_info = Select_Navigation,} \\
\quad \quad \text{None} \rightarrow \text{ec_info = Select_None,} \\
\quad \quad \text{Both} \rightarrow \text{ec_info = Select_Both} \\
\quad \text{else Corresponding_Select_Data_Msg_Requested}(\text{Front}(\text{f_history})) \\
\end{cases}
\]

\text{type: Event_List . (Select_Data_Msg . BOOL)}

Rationale:

- The select data message sent to the INS must reflect the selection specified by the EC operator. The last EC event must be an operator request for sending a select data message.

6.5.2.2. No More than One Select Data Message from the EC per Second

Select_Data_Msg_Not_Too_Often_at_EC(f_history)(time_stamp) =

\[
\neg (\exists \, i \in \text{ind f_history}) \\
\quad (\text{is-EC_Even}(\text{f_history}[i]) \\
\quad \quad \wedge \\
\quad \quad \text{is-Select_Data_Msg}(s-EC_Event_Info(\text{f_history}[i])) \\
\quad \quad \wedge \\
\quad \quad \text{time_stamp} - s-\text{Time_Stamp}(\text{f_history}[i]) < \text{Min_Select_Data_Separation_time})
\]

\text{type: Event_List . (Time_Stamp . BOOL)}

Rationale:

- No more than one select data message is allowed per second, i.e., no (other) select data message can have occurred within the last second ([14], pg. 8-10).
7. Formal Model General Functions

7.1. Auxiliary Functions

7.1.1. Determine If a Data Message is Valid

Valid_Data_Message(data_msg) =

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Valid_Data_Message}(\text{data_msg}) &= \text{false,} \\
\text{type: Data_Message} &\text{. BOOL}
\end{align*}
\]

Rationale:

- This function validates the correctness of data messages at the INS and at the EC.
- However, its detailed specification is not part of the communication protocol and hence is considered to be outside the scope of this effort.
7.1.2. Determine If the History Ends in an Enabling Sequence

Ends_in_Enabling_Sequence(f_history) =

\[
\begin{cases}
\text{Last}_n(3, f_{\text{history}}): \quad \text{--6.2.1.d-e} \\
\quad (< \text{mk-INS}_\text{Event}(\text{mk-Test}_\text{Msg}( ), ), \\
\quad \text{mk-INS}_\text{Event}(\text{EOM}, ), \\
\quad \text{mk-EC}_\text{Event}(\text{ACK}, ) > \quad \text{--> true}, \\
\quad T \quad \text{--> false}) \\
\end{cases}
\]

\[
Y \quad (< i \quad \text{in} \quad f_{\text{history}} >) \quad \text{--6.2.1.c-e}
\]

\[
\begin{cases}
\text{cases} \quad f_{\text{history}}[i]: \\
\quad (\text{mk-INS}_\text{Event}(\text{ATTN2}, ) \quad \text{--> true}, \\
\quad T \quad \text{--> false}) \\
\end{cases}
\]

\[
\wedge (" j \quad \text{N} \quad \{k \quad \text{N} \quad \text{ind} \quad f_{\text{history}} \quad Y \quad k \quad > \quad i \}) \\
\quad (\text{cases} \quad f_{\text{history}}[j]: \\
\quad (\text{mk-INS}_\text{Event}(\text{ATTN2}, ) \quad \text{--> false}, \\
\quad T \quad \text{--> true}) \\
\end{cases}
\]

\[
\wedge (" j \quad \text{N} \quad \{k \quad \text{N} \quad \text{ind} \quad f_{\text{history}} \quad Y \quad k \quad > \quad i \quad Y \quad k \quad \leq \quad (\text{len} \quad f_{\text{history}})-2-3 \}) \\
\quad (\text{cases} \quad < f_{\text{history}}[m] \quad | \quad j \quad \leq \quad m \quad \leq \quad j+2 >: \\
\quad (\text{< mk-INS}_\text{Event}(\text{mk-Test}_\text{msg}( ), ), \\
\quad \text{mk-INS}_\text{Event}(\text{EOM}, ), \\
\quad \text{mk-EC}_\text{Event}(\text{ACK}, ) > \quad \text{--> false}, \\
\quad T \quad \text{--> true}) \\
\end{cases}
\]

\[\text{type: Event List . BOOL}\]

Rationale:

- Regardless of retries, a successful enabling sequence must end in the indicated sequence of EFs.

- Moreover, there are no ATTN2s or ATTN4s after the ATTN2_{INS} that was issued in response to the EC initiation of communications via ATTN2_{EC}. Note that this function employs the knowledge that the only correct EF to follow an ATTN4 is an ATTN2_{EC} and an ATTN2_{INS} can only follow an ATTN2_{EC}.

- Moreover, the only subsequence after the ATTN2_{INS} consisting of Test-Msg_{INS}, EOM_{INS}, ACK_{EC} is the last three events.
7.1.3. Number of SOMs Sent from the INS and Still Outstanding

Number_Of_Outstanding_SOMs_Sent_at_INS(f_history) =

```c
if f_history ≠ <> then
  cases Last(f_history):
    (mk-EC_Event(last_event, ) -->
      (last_event ∈ {ACK, ATTN2, ATTN4, SOM, SOTM} --> 0, -- 6.3.2.1.e
       T -->
      Number_Of_Outstanding_SOMs_Sent_at_INS(Front(f_history))),
      mk-INS_Event(last_event, ) -->
      (last_event = SOM -->
       1 + Number_Of_Outstanding_SOMs_Sent_at_INS(Front(f_history)),
       is-Signal_to_INS_Operator(last_event) --> 0,
       T -->
      Number_Of_Outstanding_SOMs_Sent_at_INS(Front(f_history))))
  else 0

type: Event_List . N0
```

Rationale:

- Yields the number of SOMs issued by the INS for non-terminated messages.

7.1.4. Number of SOTMs Sent from the INS and Still Outstanding

Number_Of_Outstanding_SOTMs_Sent_at_INS(f_history) =

```c
if f_history ≠ <> then
  cases Last(f_history):
    (mk-EC_Event(last_event, ) -->
      (last_event ∈ {ACK, ATTN2, ATTN4, SOM, SOTM} --> 0, -- 6.3.2.1.e
       T -->
      Number_Of_Outstanding_SOTMs_Sent_at_INS(Front(f_history))),
      mk-INS_Event(last_event, ) -->
      (last_event = SOTM -->
       1 + Number_Of_Outstanding_SOTMs_Sent_at_INS(Front(f_history)),
       is-Signal_to_INS_Operator(last_event) --> 0,
       T -->
      Number_Of_Outstanding_SOTMs_Sent_at_INS(Front(f_history))))
  else 0

type: Event_List . N0
```

Rationale:

- Yields the number of SOTMs issued by the INS for non-terminated test messages.
7.2. Constant Functions

7.2.1. Constant Function for INS Time-Out Period

\[ \text{Time\_Out\_Period\_at\_INS} = 1024 \]

\[ \text{type: } N1 \]

7.2.2. Constant Function for EC Time-Out Period

\[ \text{Time\_Out\_Period\_at\_EC} = 800 \]

\[ \text{type: } N1 \]

7.2.3. Constant Function for Sleep Period

\[ \text{Sleep\_Period} = 512 \]

\[ \text{type: } N1 \]

7.2.4. Constant Function for Attitude Period

\[ \text{Attitude\_Period} = 6144 \]

\[ \text{type: } N1 \]

7.2.5. Constant Function for Navigation Period

\[ \text{Navigation\_Period} = 98304 \]

\[ \text{type: } N1 \]
7.2.6. Constant Function for the Period Within Which No More Than One Select Data Message May Occur
Min_Select_Data_Separation_Time = 100000 -- pg. 8-10

7.2.7. Constant Function for the Period Within Which No More Than Two Initiating EC EFs May Occur
Min_Initiating_Pair_Separation_Time = 100000 -- 6.2.3.2.b

7.3. Tuple Manipulation

7.3.1. Get Last Event in Event List
Last(event_list) =
    event_list[ len event_list]
type: Event_List : Event
pre: event_list ≠ <>

7.3.2. Get Last n Events in Event List
Last_n(n, event_list) =
    n < len event_list -->
        event_list[i] | (len event_list - n + 1) # i
        i # len event_list >,
        n 3 len event_list) --> event_list )
type: N0 Event_List . Event_List
7.3.3. Get All Events Except Last One in Event List

\[
\text{Front(event\_list)} = \\
< \text{event\_list}[i] \mid 1 \leq i \# \text{len}\text\_event\_list - 1>
\]

type: Event\_List . Event\_List

This chapter discusses several issues pertinent to formalizing communication protocols. Its purpose is to illustrate how formal specification allows certain issues to be addressed, and how different specification techniques within our approach are used to address these issues. It is not intended to be a comprehensive survey of formal approaches to defining communication protocols; such a survey can be found in [7].

Specification methods that have been applied to communication protocols can be divided into three major categories [10, 5]:

1. Transition models
2. Programming language models
3. Hybrid models

Transition models define protocols by specifying the behavior of each communicating entity in response to events. Examples of transition models are: finite state machines [8, 6]; formal languages/grammars [11]; and Petri nets [8, 1]. Programming language models describe a protocol as an algorithm and define the algorithm in a high-level language; an example is [9]. Hybrid models extend transition models, typically finite state machines or Petri nets, by introducing variables to limit the number of different states, and thereby avoid the problem of getting unworkably large state machines (a problem known as state explosion); see [8, 10] for examples.

Our model can be characterized as a hybrid model. However, it differs from the traditional hybrid models in that it is not based on a state machine approach but on a formal language approach. The type equations for event sequences, events, etc., define a formal language or grammar describing part of the systems behavior, and the set of Boolean functions further restrict the set of event sequences defined by the type equations. The event sequences that obey the protocol constitute the language.

A formal definition of a communication protocol can, due to its unambiguous interpretation, serve several purposes. It can be used to validate the protocol [5, 10] and as a basis for an implementation [5, 8]. These two roles of a formal protocol specification are further discussed below.

Protocol Validation

The activities involved in ensuring that a system satisfies its design specification and that it operates according to what the user expects is normally referred to as system validation. Verification is a part of validation that can be achieved by formal reasoning about interesting properties of the system. In the case of communication protocols, the properties that one might be interested in verifying include [5, 10]:
• the absence of deadlocks
• completeness (all possible inputs accepted)

In state-based protocol definitions, the absence of deadlock is normally shown by performing an analysis of all reachable global states, where a global state is the combination of all states of the component state machines augmented by the current contents of message buffers, if any. A global state with no exits is either a deadlock or a desired termination state. The process of generating and analyzing all reachable global states can, due to the decidability of finite state machines, be automated [5, 10].

Our approach does not define states. Hence, the concept of "reachable states" does not apply. However, the issue of detecting and avoiding deadlocks is still relevant. In the context of event lists, a deadlock is characterized by an incomplete event list, i.e., " ¬ Is_Complete" in our model, that obeys the protocol, but for which no correct extension exists except for commands from the operator, meaning that there is no correct next communication event.

A communication protocol is said to be complete if all possible inputs are treated. When defining a communication protocol using a state machine, the inputs refer to information received by one of the communicating components from either another communicating component or from the external world. In our model, the communicating components are the INS and the EC. Protocol completeness in the context of our model means that any arbitrary input events at the EC (e.g., INS_Event or Signal_from_EC_Operator) can be appended to the event list at the EC without Protocol_Obeyed_at_EC being undefined and similarly for EC_Events and Protocol_Obeyed_at_INS. In that respect our protocol specification is complete. Allowing all possible inputs is a convenient way of capturing the behavior of a communication line that is not error-free, which is the case for [14], and it automatically ensures completeness. Moreover, due to the fact that unexpected input is generally ignored by the receiver according to [14], our technique of removing such events before considering event histories provides a clean separation of the treatment of normal and abnormal cases. Moreover, separation of the normal from the abnormal cases is a well-accepted software engineering principle. Requiring completeness in a finite state model that allows communication errors generally leads to complex models. This appears to be why such models often assume error-free communication [6].

Protocol Implementation

Finite-state machines and programming language models are fairly easy to turn into implementations. A model such as ours, without states, is more abstract [1] and hence not directly implementable. One way of implementing a protocol that has been specified using our approach is to observe that some of the Boolean functions that describe the correct context of an event capture state-like information about the sequence of events leading up to the event in question. That information can be used to build an extended finite-state model, which can then be implemented in a traditional manner. The general reason for building an extended finite-state machine instead of a pure one is to avoid the problem of
state explosion; more specifically, the time-related parts of the protocol are better captured by having time-variables and updating those than by introducing additional states.
9. Suggested Future Work

This chapter briefly discusses three ideas for continued work within the area of formal methods. Each idea involves using the formal specification presented in this report as a starting point in examining different aspects of formal software development. The ideas focus on the practical side of using formal methods. Hence, gaining experience with available tools plays a central role. The ideas involve examining:

1. The stepwise development aspects of VDM

2. Anna [19] and its related tools

3. Statemate [12, 22] as a specification and implementation tool

9.1. VDM and Stepwise Development

The purpose of this work is to further examine VDM. The project has so far only explored formally specifying an existing natural language specification. This proposed activity will examine the refinement method aspects of VDM. The idea is to develop a system based on the formal specification. The development will involve the design as well as the final implementation of the system. Since the protocol has already been implemented within the REST Project, the suggestion is to develop a testing tool from the formal specification. The formal specification lends itself to this use since it consists of predicates that are true for event histories that obey the communication protocol. One would think of a testing tool in this context as a tool that would evaluate the data transmitted between the two computers to determine whether they are communicating properly. This would involve the following:

- developing a formal specification in Meta-IV for the design of the testing tool using stepwise refinement

- showing that the formal design is a refinement of the formal requirements specification

- implementing the testing tool in Ada from the formal design

- applying the testing tool to data acquired from the current INS implementation

9.2. Anna and Its Tools

Anna is a language that extends Ada by providing means for annotating Ada programs with assertions. Anna is supported by a set of tools including a pre-processor to an Ada compiler that translate assertions into run-time checks and reports any violation of the assertions. The Anna assertions are directly associated with the Ada code and not any preceding specifications. However, being able to trace the assertions back to an abstract specification would increase the value of the assertions significantly. The purpose of the proposed work is
to examine Anna and its tool set, and investigate the possibilities of systematically identifying relevant Anna assertions from an abstract formal specification. The idea is to annotate the current implementation of the INS communication protocol developed by the REST Project with Anna assertions that are drawn from the formal specification presented in this document. This would involve:

- drawing pertinent assertions from the formal specification
- annotating the INS implementation of the communications protocol with Anna assertions
- using the Anna tools to perform run-time checks of the implementation of the protocol to demonstrate its correctness

9.3. Statemate
The purpose of this work is to examine state-oriented tools including Statemate [12, 22], which is a state-oriented graphical formalism, by looking at the relationship between our event-list-based VDM formal specification and a corresponding state-based specification. A state machine is a well-established way of specifying and implementing communication protocols. Statemate appears to have an advanced set of tools supporting graphical specification and subsequent implementation in Ada. Given both our model and the Statemate tool set, the opportunity exists to address two kinds of questions: Is using Statemate a good way of implementing our protocol specification? And, assuming that one wants to use Statemate, is our event list based specification helpful in constructing a Statemate specification? The idea is therefore to write a Statemate specification of the communication protocol based upon our current specification. This would include:

- examining our predicates and determining an appropriate corresponding set of states
- creating the formal graphical representation using Statemate
- simulating and generating the resulting implementation
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